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PREFACE : 

The program set forth on the following pages was prepared in June 

1950. In view of international developments since that time, there has 

been a relative shift of interest among Germans and in HICOG from inter- 

nal problems toward foreign relations. oo | 

But our basic policy, to seek a democratic Germany created and sup- 

ported by the active interest and cooperation of free and informed citizens, 

remains. The definition of the problems and the statement of the goals in — 

the following pages are unchanged. The methods suggested to interest: - 

individual Germans in public affairs and to make more effective the ex- 

pression of their interest are still valid. New items and new approaches 

have been developed in the light of changing conditions, but it has seemed 

better to issue the program in its original form than to incur additional 

delay through rewriting it to add these new factors. 

Accordingly, the program is circulated for the guidance of those work- | 

ing in this field and the information of those interested in the subject 

matter. | 

Kenneth Dayton 

Chief, Internal Political & 

Governmental Affairs Division | 

| Office of Political Affairs 
'  Frankfurt-Main, 

Germany 

January 15, 1951 
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TERMINOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS 

The general reader may well be puzzled by German governmental terminology 
and by abbreviations in common use in Occupied Germany. 

German Terms 

The Bundesrepublik Deutschland is the Federal Republic of Germany, made up 
_ of the eleven states outside the Russian Zone of Occupation. 

The Bundestag -is the popularly elected lower house of the Federal Parliament. 

The Bundesrat is the upper house of the Federal Parliament and consists of 
members of the Land governments. 

The Grundgesetz (Basic Law) is the Constitution for West Germany, the term 

having been adopted by the Germans to emphasize the fact that it was provisional 
and temporary pending the recovery of German sovereignty and the unification of 
East and West Germany. 

A Land (plural Laender) is a state within the Federal Republic. There are eleven 
Laender in West Germany, as follows: 

U.S. Zone of Occupation: Bavaria (Bayern) 
Wuerttemberg-Baden 
Hesse (Hessen) 

Bremen 

French Zone of Occupation: Wuerttemberg-Hohenzollern | 
South Baden (Suedbaden) 

Rhineland-Palatinate 
(Rheinland- Pfalz) 

British Zone of Occupation: North Rhine Westphalia oe 
, (Nordrhein- Westfalen) 

Lower Saxony (Niedersachsen) 

Schleswig-Holstein 
Hamburg 

A Landtag (plural Landtage) is the popularly elected assembly at the Land level. 
Few Laender have any second chamber. | 

A Kreis (plural Kreise) is roughly equivalent to a county. 

A Landkreis (plural Landkreise) is a rural county; a Stadtkreis (plural Stadt- 
kreise) is a city county. | 

A Gemeinde (Gemeinden) is a village. | : 

A Stadt (plural Stadte) is a city. 

Abbreviations | 

HICOM: | The Allied High Commission for Germany. | 

HICOG: . Office of the U.S. High Commissioner for Germany. 

OMGUS: Office of Military Government for Germany (U.S.) . 

— the predecessor of HICOG. 

PA or POLAFF: Office of Political Affairs, HICOG. 

_ IPG: Division of Internal Political and Governmental Affairs, 
Office of Political Affairs, HICOG.- 

PUB or PUBAFF: Office of Public Affairs, HICOG. Oo 
IS or ISD: Information Services Division of PUB. | 

ECR: Education and Cultural Relations Division of PUB. | 

OLC: Office of a Land Commissioner established in each of the 
eleven Laender in West Germany. a 

KRO: A Kreis Resident Officer representing HICOG at the local 
level (in one or more of the Kreise). : an 

4,



cS | A PROGRAM. TO FOSTER. 

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 
_ IN GERMANY | ee 

| | I. GENERAL STATEMENT | 

1. THE PROBLEM pears to many Germans to be futile under. existing 
Oo , political conditions and partly because of a tradi- 
The development by the German people of their tion that these are the exclusive fields of those who 

political independence in a federa’ structure ane have been educated for the purpose. oe 
long « ic li in close association wi . a ee ce 

the free peoples of "Western Europe, has from the It is evident that there are many individual Ger- 
outset been one of the basic objectives of the mans who are interested in public affairs and who 

. : gs ‘aq are aware of these conditions and want to change occupation. Whether this objective can be realized th we - 
em. As individuals they lack the influence to depends upon the German people. It cannot be th ' hed h 

imposed by the occupation. _ overcome the entrenche system. The. key to suc- 
cess is to arouse public interest in the political and 

In respect of this objective there are in Germany governmental system and its problems, to make 
two trends which are diametrically opposed. On the the public conscious of those factors which operate 
one hand there is evidence that the largemajority against its interests, and to find means by which. 

of theGerman people wish to live under a demo- informed public opinion may be used effectively 
cratic governmental and social Sree to enjoy to accomplish the necessary reforms. ne 

the individual rights and freedoms which we asso- . «gs , 
ciate with democracy, and to exercise theirrightsas_.. Various groups and associations already (organ~ 

vas. : a ashe ized offer a nucleus for such: a movement. Analysis: 
citizens in shaping of governmental and political h . a ae 

. . have a record in German history to shows, however, that their present interests and. 
policy. They ; activities are too general and lack direction.. They 
support them. Over the century before the first need program hich will ter their efforts and 
World War there was in many parts of Germany 4, programs which will center their ettorts and 

. . eg | eir potential strength upon specific reforms and: 
a slow but steady increase in recognition of the . a ! : ; 3 | 

. : rrr wh ; which will attract a much wider popular support 
rights of the individual citizen to enjoy personal than those groups now enio vv 

liberty and to participate actively in government. group y enjoy. : — 
This movement lost ground when economic and Furthermore, it is vital to interest German youth 

social difficulties led to increasing centralization and persuade them to become active participants. 
of power and the use of enabling acts under the Tcday the great majority dislike and distrust the 
Weimar Republic, and disappeared completely dur- existing parties and political system. Very evi- 
ing the Nazi. period. Since 1945 there has been an dently a liberal German political life will never. 

encouraging revival of interest, reflected to some be realized through the older generations alone, 

extent in the political parties, but more especially and at some stage the responsibility for German 
in the organization of citizens‘ groups for the dis- public life must pass to the younger generation. If 

cussion of public questions, to seek information on the existing vacuum is not filled with democratic 

governmental activities and policies, and for active ideals, it will be filled by principles alien to our 
participation in public affairs, especially at the objectives. Youth’s disinterest exists because the 
local level. German political system appears to them to offer 

| . - 4s no affirmative solution of the problems which con- 
On the other hand, the voete or ne existing front them and to bar them from solution of these 

German governmental and pontica’ system . problems by their own efforts.. (See Part II, Pro- 
tradition stands against this development, as it ram Item. 6. 19) ann 

stood against the limited gains of the last century. & 9% PB. | BO 

The larger part of the German people have long Any such programs must be German in character 
lived under and been conditioned to authoritarian and effectuation. Otherwise they’ will not attract 
forms and practices in. government. There has been public support nor will the accomplishments ' be 

a widely accepted concept that the state is not the permanent. Foreign domination of such a move- 

creature and embodiment of the people, but a supe- ment or the imposition of alien patterns of thought 
rior entity of which the people are the servants or practice must be scrupulously avoided. But if 
rather than the master. Adequate information up- these limitations be kept always in mind, it. is: 
on public affairs is not readily available to the proper to extend aid and advice to German in- 

ordinary citizen, and public opinion usually is of dividuals and groups in their efforts to secure 

little weight. Authoritarian forms and practices reform. | . 
have crept over into non-governmental. organs a 

tions such as the political parties (even those wi 

a democratic philosophy), business and industry, 2. THE PROGRAM ee ae 

and to considerable extent the trade unions, and A review of present German activity in the 

directly affect a large part of the life of the in-  fjelds of politics and government shows a very broad 
dividual German citizen togay. AS a ime dine range. These activities are undertaken by: 
German people genera a an understandin . . 
of and experience in the exercise of democratic a. Local groups organized to discuss govern~- 
rights and duties. There has been too limited a mental problems. — 
public and individual interest in political and gov- b. Bund- and Land-wide organizations to sup- 
ernmental affairs, partly because such interest ap- port specific programs. 
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c. Associations of professional public admin- Branch of this Division. It develops some of the 
istrators in a variety of fields engaged in mod-_ projects directly with its own staff. Others are 
ernizing concepts and techniques within their fields. assigned to the Legislation and Public Safety 

. Branches or to the Civil Service Consultant, in ac- 
The subjects covered by these groups have led cordance with their functional interests. Some 

the Internal Political and _Governmental Affairs field work is undertaken from headquarters, but 
ene ee a P ool for aid and advice the greater part is delegated to the Political Affairs 

ES, as 1ollows: Divisions in the Offices of the Land (State) Com- 
1. Citizen Participation in Government; missioners, who in turn delegate much of the 
2. Local Government; responsibility or ase cazen Bae epee 

3. The Public Employee, the Citizen and the ae tet projects to the Kreis (County) Residen : 

: State; ; Many of the projects involve coordination or 
4. Civil Liberties; - eollaboration with other functional units in HICOG 
5. Police Policy and Administration, —Labor Affairs, General Counsel, Food and Ag- 

6. Political Parties and Election Systems; Orta se oe a ' ane’ he Field pw sion. pee 
. . - ge . ice of Public airs has a special interest in 7. Legislative Organization and Practice; the program since a number of the activities — 

9, Education in Political and Governmental) work with community groups, women’s and youth 
Affairs; organizations, press, radio and universities — are 

10. The Institute of Public Affairs; functionally within its jurisdiction. Work in these | 
11. Special Projects. fields must be carried out by the relevant Public 

In Part IL the ‘eleven headings of th g Affairs unit or with its approval. 
oO e program , _ 

are explained in detail. They fall into two distinct ore ea tine Panal aang ine d ay i ren 

paris. sponsible for the selection of visiting consultants 
The one is concerned with German movements to come to Germany from the United States and 

to stimulate the interest and participation of as arrangements for Germans going to the United 

many individual citizens as possible in political States under this program. 
and governmental affairs. The first item, Citizen The program has limited value if it is developed 

Participation in Government, is a general project only in the four Laender of the U.S. Zone and in 
dealing with aid in the organization of citizen the U.S. Sector, Berlin. Stimulation of citizens’ in- 
groups, general stimulation of interest in politics terest in participation in public life and the move- 
and government, and other means appropriate to ment for reform in specific fields must permeate __ 
the objective. But interest can be aroused and aj) of West Germany and West Berlin if reform 
maintained only if citizens can deal with specific is to be accomplished. There appear to be no 
problems of direct interest to them, and these sub- fyndamental differences in respect to desirable 
jects should be such as to offer them the op- objectives in Germany, and therefore it seems 
portunity for active participation in political and practicable to arrange coordination of the pro- 
governmental affairs. The next three — Local gram in our Zone with related activities in the 
Government; the Public. Employee, the Citizen ands , aender in the British and French Zones. 

ne net ence tv Liberties — will serve this ‘the activities described in Parts II and III do 
Practica’ purpose, since they aff ect directly the not present an operating program in its ultimate 
daily life of the citizen. There is an element of detail. To some extent this must be an ad hoc 
citizen participation in the fifth item — the devel- development. For example, varying progress has 

opment of the traffic safety program —which is been made in developing citizen participation in 
partly intended to elicit understanding and co- ine xreise (counties), and further aid will be 
operation between the police and the citizen. adapted to the situation existing in any particular 

The second group of activities involves aid to locality, determined in large measure by the judg- 
specialized groups working on specific subjects, ment of the individual Resident Officer. Radio 
the character of which is suggested by the titles and newspaper programs must be worked out, and 
of the items themselves. This also includes aid to the use of consultants from outside Germany de- 

special groups in connection with headings 2, 3 termined, in relation to the situation existing at a 

and 4 — the extension of local. autonomy, civil given time. 
service and administrative court reform, and the In reading the parts that follow, it must be borne 
activities of Civil Liberties Unions. in mind that the purpose of this paper is not to 

. define organizational relations and channels which 

town” ee ee ae eee wr Deecost. Part ser are set forth officially in the HICOG organization 
describes the activiti vali “ ech h di manual and appropriate staff announcements. The 
Pp : es peculiar to each nea ing. reference to organizational relations is primarily 

art. III, deals with the program responsibilities of intended to indicate a manner in which this pro- 
various HICOG organizational units and levels, gam can be implemented under existing arrange- 
and with certain activities common to all head- ments, and to show the relationship that exists 

Ings. between this and other programs in the fields 
In general, the coordination and supervision of covered. Such statements are, therefore, to be con- 

the program is undertaken by the Civic Activities sidered as guides rather than instructions. 
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Il. PROGRAM PLANS 

The following subdivisions set forth a statement ' (2) to develop and use public opinion in support 
of the problem in each of the eleven fields into of democratic improvements in government and | 

which the program is divided, our objectives in politics; 
those fields, and a statement of the progress . . . 

made to May 1950. This is followed by ar outline (3) to create active understanding of the rights 
of the action planne d to July 1951. As already and obligations of the individual as a citizen to- 

stated, the outline of planned action is not in- ward his community and his state. 

tended to present the details of the operating pro- (4) to bring German youth and women into the 

gram, which must be developed in relation to the movement as active participants. 
situation as it exists in various fields from time | 

to time, and which in many cases involves co- : 

ordination and collaboration with other HICOG C. PROGRESS TO MAY, 1950 
elements at the headquarters, Land and local There has been considerable progress in this 
levels. field. A substantial number of citizens’ and com- 

; munity groups have been organized under Ger- 
Unless otherwise noted, the comment on “prog- . 

ress” is limited to the U.S. Zone because we do initiative’ of Ree Senet eae oer or re 

not have sufficient information about developments «A ika-H » The j eee 

in the French and British Zones. Similarly, as to hae | been aroused and ina ested nee ants 

“planned action”, it is predicated upon existing or ities has resulted in citizen demand for participa- 
ar organizations amttion ‘by the tion in local government activities, the right to at- 
HICOG organization pig — ed to work out a tend and be heard at local council meetings, the 

common program in the three Zones with agree- rien to have reports from local officials, and 

ment upon cooperative action and an interchange public support of civic improvements. | 

of materials. Since plans are not yet formulated On the whole, however, citizens’ groups have 
for each individual program item, the general plan been more active in the cultural and welfare fields 
is set out in Part III, subd. 6. than in Poot ee en Comparatively few of them 

. . . . are organized for action or have any specific pro- 

orcaramn et nO Speci eon Sad south the gram in the field of government and politics or for 

ganizations. Nevertheless, in each field it is in- developing practical community responsibility. They 

tended to take special account of these factors represent too small a proportion of the population, 
There are two reasons. One is that the devel- and they are not yet so well established that they 

opment in these organizations of an informed in- cons. rove een outside help if policital or 

terest in public affairs has not progressed as far as them. opposition made a determined effort to end 

in the organizations where men play the predom- " 

inant role. The second is that women have a German youth especially appears not to have 
numerical majority in Germany, and that youth been enlisted in this field. The youth program to 
represents a potent force for good or bad depend- date, which has brought a substantial percentage 
ing on the direction in which this force is oriented. of ae younger generation together in cultural and 

. ee social, athletic and self-help groups, appears to 
Throughout the program items mention is made : : . . 

of namphiets to be issued, It should be understood have laid a good foundation for interesting them 
that these are of German origin except for three in public affairs. The potential interest exists. The 

translations adapted to German conditions younger people are well aware of the problems 
which confront them in Germany, and it is certain 
phat pney would grasp eagerly any opportunity 

| o take positive action to meet these problems. 
1. CITIZEN PARTICIPATION But up to the present time they have had no op- 

IN GOVERNMENT | portunity and no encouragment. The German 
A. PROBLEM oo Ponca system see “pera vem 6) is author- 

. ; ; itarian in character and is run by the older lead- 
There is a widespread lack of knowledge and in- erg, Youth as a whole senses the futili 

. mye : : utility of the 
enone ene Poca a an one, The party and present system, but has no idea of the steps which 

. it can take to cor is. 
political systems have developed so as to min- | orrect this 

imize general public participation and influence. To a lesser extent the same statements are true 

Officials and legislators have felt too little of women’s organizations. 
direct responsibility to their constituents. Means 
for the development and expression of public opin- jp PLANNED ACTION 

ion have been inadequate, and it has been of lim- . 
ited importance. The concept in our word “citizen” (1) General 

— the individual as a participant in community Existing . . wy 
I ! : . groups interested in political and gov- 

ane state, ihanie tae hee san rights and obliga- — ernmental activities will be offered suggestions for 
Jons —— 18 too iitile un specific programs in the fields of local government, 

citizen-official relations, and civil liberties. (See 

B. OBJECTIVES Program Headings 2, 3, and 4.) Aid and advice will 

To aid those Germans who seek individually or enone to Germans who wish to organize new 
through organized groups: Ds. 

(1) to develop an interest among citizens in the Special attention will be given to German youth 

study of or participation in public affairs; and women’s associations. Consultants to advise on 
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organization and programs, visits to the United for that purpose, the following pamphlets will be 
States and European countries for observation of made available to German leaders and group 
citizens’ and community groups, and simple ex- participants who wish them. 

planator y pamphlets will be available as indicated (a) “Is Politics Your Business?” Reprint of' U.S. 
in the following paragraphs. League of Women Voters’ pamphlets, adapted to 

e eqs . German conditions. In type, 100,000 copies avail- 

o _ @) Visiting Consultants able for distribution about 1 July 1950. 
,Jhree. U.S. consultants have been requested for (b) “Citizen’s Organizations and Rules of Order”. 
the summer of 1950. Adaption to German conditions of U.S. League. of 

(a) One will be a specialist on techniques of Women Voters’ pamphlet, giving suggestions on 
arousing interest in public movements and stim- _ structure of organization, duties of officers and 
ulating public opinion. He will prepare a plan rules of order for conduct of business. Text com- 
adapting U.S. techniques to German conditions. pleted. 100,000 copies available for distribution 
This will be used to assure that other programs about 1 July 1950. | 

are nc Gunted to arouse the interest of the in- (c) “Let’s Hold a Discussion”. Adaption to Ger- 
oe | oe " man conditions of U.S. League of Women Voters’ 
(b) Two will have special experience in work- pamphlet making suggestions to group leaders and 

ing with citizens’ and community groups in the participants upon effective preparation for and 

field of government and politics. Under the super- conduct of discussions. In type. 100,000 copies ready 

vision of the Land Commissioners’ Offices they will for distribution about 1 July 1950. 
confer with German leaders, community groups, ‘< » : . 

local legislative schools, town councils, and local (d) “The State and ah ‘a simp persentation ie 

officials on the practical aspects of citizen participa- a leading erman 7 th 0: ti e qt th or h e 
tion in government and politics. state and its relation to the citizen and his rights 

a and duties in connection therewith. Intended for 
For 1951, six U.S. and five European consultants persons with elementary and secondary school 
have been requested. education. In type. 100,000 copies available for dis- 

*(c) One from the U.S. will be a journalist with ‘tribution about 1 July 1200. (Additional printing, 
special interest in governmental affairs to work if this pamphlet is accepted for use in the elemen- 
with local newspaper editors and community ‘Y and secondary schools, as is hoped.) 
groups on coverage and constructive presentation | 

of governmental and political matters. (5) Land Offices 

. (ad) Another will be a radio consultant with sim- Much of the activity of the Land Office in this 
ilar. special interests to work with radio program program will consist of coordinating and super- 

directors and community groups on radio presenta- _vising the activities of the Kreis Resident Officers 
tion of governmental and political matters. (see Part III, subd. 3 and 4). . 

(e) Four will continue the program outlined in In addition, it is planned to continue a seminar 
paragraph (b) above, together with the five Eu- program initiated in Bavaria, and if it is suc- 

ropean consultants. OB cessful, to extend it to other localities and Laender. 
me | os , Selected young Germans meet for two-week 

...{(3) German Visits to the US and European _ periods for discussion with German leaders and 
| . Countries | experts and U.S. and European consultants on 

Th ton aA . ; democratic governmental and political principles, 
It is planned to send forty-eight Germans to the Ce ) 

United States during the fiscal year 1951. | organization, and procedures. = 7 

-In groups of eight they will visit selected U.S. : : ; 
communities to study the relationship of citizens (6) Kreis Offices 
to..local: government and community and methods Because the success of this program depends so 
of organization and operation of similar groups completely upon the participation of the Kreis 
in the U.S, The program will include university Resident Officers and because their activities cover 

seminars, conferences with U.S. group leaders, ob- Program items 1-4 in common, this has been made 
servation of group meetings, meetings of local legis- the subject of a separate section in Part III, subd. 4. 
lative bodies, public hearings, political party meet- : | 
ings.and other phases of citizen participation in | 
public affairs. | : | (7) Newspapers and Radio | | 

. While usually such groups are selected from the In addition to the work of the consultants de- 
entire U.S. Zone we shall experiment here with scribed in (2) (c) and (d) above a series of con- 
the selection of a group as a unit from the same ferences will be organized during the fiscal year 
general local area,e.g.alargecity or two or three 1951 in cooperation with the Press and Publica- 
contiguous counties (Kreise). The group will represent tions Branch of the Information Services Division. 
a cross-section of local leaders — a newspaperman, Four different localities will be selected in the 
a local councilman, a local official, a Union leader, American Zone in each of which either two or 
a church leader, a leader of women’s groups, and three conferences of twenty newspaper reporters 

two leaders of other citizens’ groups. It: appears and editors will be held to discuss the effective 
probable that after their return the effect of such coverage of news concerning political and govern- 

a group working in cooperation in a limited ter- mental matters. These conferences will be under 
ritory may be heightened. German auspices. It is desirable to hold them after 
Fo as the arrival of the newspaper. consultant, if that 

(4) Pamphlets can be expedited. | 

To meet the need for information on citizen A series of similar conferences will be held for 
participation in public affairs and organization radio program men on a zone-wide basis in. co- 
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operation with the Radio Branch, Information administrative responsibility. Generally, the devel- 
Services Division. Particular attention will be paid opment of a closer relationship between and re- 
to the development of radio forums on current sponsibility of local legislators and officials to local 
questions of public interests. voters is desirable and may be promoted by elec- 

7 , a tion by popular vote, by name and not by party list. 

(8) Films | As to local autonomy, it might extend to all mat- 
. , } ters which can be effectively undertaken or control- 

No special film program has been developed. led at the local level, the state retaining only general 
, . supervision and the right to enforce compliance 

with the law. To carry this out the local legislative 
| 2. LOCAL GOVERNMENT — body ought to have authority over local executive 

A. PROBLEM and administrative officials and the power to take 
remedial action where such officials refuse to carry 

A sound local government system contributes to out legislative determinations. State functions might 
democracy in two ways. | be delegated to the local government as a whole © 

1) The individual citizen’s concern with public Yather than to an individual official. Local in- 
aftarrs is limited unless he feels that public prob- GePendence will remain weak until tax resources 
lems affect him personally, and that he can some- Fe redistributed so that local governments control 

how influence their solution. This is most easily the bulk of their own revenues through authority 
done at the local level of government, which so 10 levy and collect the necessary taxes. 
closely affects his daily life. : | 

(2) Local autonomy is a safeguard against over- ©. PROGRESS TO MAY 1950 
centralization of power with its resulting author- The establishment of a considerable number of 
itarian tendencies. citizens’ and community associations was noted un- 

. Local autonomy and the citizen’s right to partici- der the preceding discussion dealing with Citizen 
pate in local government never approached in Participation. These associations and local forums 
Germany the development in the United States, have interested themselves to a considerable extent 
although it had a strong basis in parts of Germany in local government. Where local officials have been 
prior to World War I. The centralist tendencies of receptive, they have been successful. Where local 
the Weimar Republic impaired it and it dis- officials have been hostile they have generally been 
appeared under the Nazis. unsuccessful because the law supports the officials - 

dj ti does not because the citizens do not know how to enforce 
As a general rule, the ordinary citizen do such rights as they have. Citizens have been barred 

participate actively in local government. In some som council meetings and denied access to public 
communities officials and local councils discourage records, information has been refused to the press, 
such participation and take active ned to parti © and citizens have been threatened with criminal 
prevent it. ere omens ae lcmoeratie attitad eof prosecution when they attempted to assert their 

individual officials “and not a matter of an estab- Tghts or to carry out a civic improvement on their 
lished system or of legal right. own Initiative. . 

While the constitutions in the U.S. Zone Laender Occasionally ? however, citizen groups have been 
. . ~ . > successful in overriding official opposition. It is 

and German practice in the past, recognize the fairly evident that the will exists to participate in 
authority of local governments to manage _their local affairs, but practical methods to effectuate it 
own affairs, in practice the state ministries inter- must still be devised : 

fere. The situation is further complicated by the | . 
German practice of delegating the administration A local government school was established in 
of state laws to individual local officials (rather | Wuerttemberg-Baden in 1949. An expert from the 
than to the local government entity), who for that British Zone was loaned to assist in the initiation 

purpose are considered to be state officials and Of this project. This school holds repeated sessions 
subject to the detailed direction of the state min- Of one week each for members of local government 
isters. This creates a divided loyalty and in prac- councils (not for officials) to orient them on their 
tice impairs the local official’s independence in ‘Tights and responsibilities and effective methods 
performing his local duties. - of work. This school will be continued in 1950, and 

| | Bavaria and Hesse will establish similar schools. 

. The constitutions of the U.S. Laender provide for 
B. OBJECTIVES : | local autonomy but these constitutional provisions 

To support German leaders who encourage 2Ppear not to have been fully implemented by law 

citizens to study their local governments and who or to be observed in practice by the state min- 
seek: istries. 

(1) to establish the right and practice of partici- The “Deutscher Staedtetag” developed a draft 
pation by citizens in local government, and municipal law and discussed it with the Land Min- 

oo istries of the Interior and communal associations. 
(2) to further local autonomy. _ - OMGUS views on local government were circulated 
As illustration, citizen participation might include to the same groups. A law incorporating many 

a system of public hearings by local councils or of- desirable features and eliminating past limitations 
-  ficials before policy is determined, and access of on local autonomy has been introduced and has 

citizens to public records and generally to in- considerable support in the Bavarian Landtag, al- 
formation upon public action taken or proposed. though so far the Ministries have blocked its 
Citizens might participate directly in local gov- passage. Other Laender have also prepared legis- 
ernment where appropriate, as, for example, lation, but it is not very satisfactory, nor does there 
through parents’ committees in connection with the. seem to be much public support in Hesse or Wuert- 
schools or through local school boards with effective temberg-Baden. 
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Two U.S. and three European experts on local talks before legislative schools. Their discussions 
government spent the summer of 1949 in consul- will cover practical aspects of citizen participation 

tation with German officials at all levels and eight in local government, and of local autonomy, as out- © 
German local government leaders went to the U.S. lined above. | 

for two months. Four U.S. and eight European consultants have 
The cumulative effect of these activities has been requested for 90 days periods each for 1951. 

created a definite change in the thinking of many They will follow the same program. 

German local government officials and among a 

few officials in the Ministries of the Interior. How- (3) German Visits to U.S. and European Countries 
ever, genuine local autonomy is far from attain- Twent . . woe 

: : . y German local officials will visit the U.S. 
ment, either in law or practice. for 90 days during the summer of 1950. This group 

will work with local government officials in the 

D. PLANNED ACTION TO JULY 1951 U.S. upon practical methods of local government, 
(1) General observation of policies and practices in relations be- 

. , oo, tween the citizens and local governments, and 
A prerequisite to active citizen participation in relations between local governments and the states. 

local government and in movements for local autono- In the fiscal year 1951 twelve Germans will visit 
my is an understanding of local government as it the U.S. in two groups of six each, and sixteen Ger- 

presently operates. P rograms for study and back- mans will visit Switzerland in two groups of eight 
ground material will be furnished to those Germans each, all groups for periods of 90 days. In the 1951 

who desire this assistance. program, emphasis will be placed on the selection 
Advice and assistance will be extended to Ger- of persons who are in a position to influence public 

mans who seek practical means for participating participation in local government, and such groups 
in local government and ways of protecting them- will therefore include editors, councillors, union 
selves against official displeasure. Germans need  Jeaders, representatives of civic groups, and pos- 
to be advised of their legal rights, but more partic- - sibly of the Landtag and Ministries of the Inte- 

ularly they need advice on how to go about enforc-  —yjor, as well as local officials. They will get a 
ing these rights and how to conduct themselves preliminary view of the field in a university sem- 
to get results without recourse to the law. One of nar and will then observe civic associations as 
the pamphlets described in (4) below will deal with well as local governments in operation, the rela- 
this subject. Since actual contact with the Germans tions between the two, attend public hearings, and 
will rest largely with the Kreis Resident Officers, study the local finance system in the U.S. and 

| seminars will be held with them to discuss various ocal autonomy in operation. 
approaches and problems. 

The campaign for local autonomy presents an (4) Pamphlets 
equally practical political problem. It is unlikely « . . ; | 

that much can be accomplished in this field by Know Your Local Government.” This will ex- 
citizens’ groups until they understand and have be- ‘Plain typical local government organization and 
come actively interested in local government as ©Peration including its relations to the state, the 
such. Group action will be encouraged, wherever Part which the citizen ought to play in local gov- 
it is found to be practicable, and a simple pamphlet ¢rmment, an analysis of his legal rights to do so, 
described in (4) below will be available for distribu- 294 practical suggestions for establishing and 
tion. Meanwhile, contacts with local and state of- Protecting citizen participation in local govern- 
ficials and Landtag members will be expanded to ment. | 
interest them in the extension of local autonomy. “Home Rule.” This will review the history of 
Seminars with the Kreis Resident Officers will also local autonomy in Germany, the extent to which 
cover this subject. home rule is desirable, appropriate relations be- 

Lecturers and other aid will be furnished when ‘ween the state and the localities, the existing 
desired to the local government schools in the three Constitutional and statutory situation, and prac- 
southern Laender, and Kreis Resident Officers will tical ways and means of furthering the exten- 
be kept in touch with this program so that they Sion of home rule. 
may discuss problems with local council members “Local Finance.” Eventually it will be desir- 
on the basis of a comprehensive and uniform ap- able to prepare a pamphlet on the financial prob- 
proach. lems of local government, pointing out how their 

(2) Consultants present dependence upon subsidies from the 
Two U.S. and four European ex _ states impairs local autonomy, examining the 

ernment have been requested for 90 ‘days ach fur present system and possible changes. Whether such 
ing 1950. a pamphlet will be published in the coming year 

. — depends upon the progress made in the study 
One of the U.S. consultants is a specialist on local mentioned in (2) above 

government finance, who will work with interested eye . . 
Germans on analysis of the elaborate and com- In addition to the foregoing pamphlets, a dis- 

plicated system of local government subsidy by the CUSSION | program will be prepared for use by 
states which has developed in the last thirty years Citizens’ groups desirous of studying local gov- 
and which presently makes the localities entirely °rment. 
dependent upon the state treasury for existence. (5) Land Offices 
The object is to secure practical suggestions for a In addition to the general work of supervision 
substitute system which will assure the localities of  qescribed under part III, subd. 3 and 4, the Land 

financial independence. Offices are particularly concerned with assistance 
Under the supervision of the Land Commissioners’ in the organization and operation of the local gov- 

Office, the others will consult with citizens’ groups, ernment schools and to maintain contacts with the 
local councils and officials, Landtag members, and governments and Landtage in connection with 

Kreis Resident Officers, and as requested, will give legislation in the field of local autonomy. 
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(6) Kreis Officers is not rere ° Protect oes arm question 
. . ~ and criticism, but because it is believed that the 

The common program for the Kreis Or cers ior — responsibility lies with the officials alone and the 
Program Items 1-4 is discussed in Part III, subd.4.  Citipen has no right to information or participation. 

(7) Newspapers and Radio 

Problems in local government ought to be of B. OBJECTIVES 

public interest to the local press both in To support German leaders and groups who seek 
terms of general principles and specific problems. j5 

The conferences proposed under program item 1 (1) Educate officials and citizens to recognize in 
will necessarily touch on this subject, and both the practice that the state is the creation of the people 
Land and Kreis Offices should so far as possible and responsible to them, and accordingly that the 
establish close relations with the newspaper official is the servant of the people; 
editors, publishers, and reporters and should seek . _ j _ 

their cooperation for articles on local government (2) Eliminate privileged protection for officials; 
and local autonomy or on specific news events of (3) Reform the civil service system to make it 

significance in these fields. IPG will provide more democratic and discourage authoritarian at- 
material on the general subject which will be titudes; 

circulated through the Land Offices to the Kreis (4) Assure more effective protection of individual 
Officers. r he Land Offices should keep the Resi- rights against official infringement by improve- 
dent Officers informed of developments in the ment in the administrative court system 
government, and the Landtag on bills dealing with y . 

local autonomy or other aspects of local govern- (5) Establish the obligation of officials to report 

ment, pointing out matters of particular interest to to the citizens upon their policy and their action. 

local government officials and local citizens. As illustration, efforts of civil service reform 
Newspaper discussion of local problems and the ight initially be concentrated on assurance that 

activities of the local government will gradually aj) loyal citizens have the opportunity to compete 
build up an understanding and interest in local for positions in the public service, that appointees 
affairs among citizens, especially if they encour- are selected on the basis of relative fitness for the 
age citizens to take a part in supporting some work involved, that an impartial personnel office 
particular local improvement. has authority. to assure uniform application of 

Denial of citizen participation in local affairs by the law by all governmental agencies, that ad- 
local officials is also a proper subject for comment. equate protection is afforded public servants against 

As indicated in Part. III, subd. 2, all of these arbitrary or capricious action by their superiors, 
activities in the newspaper field will be coordinated and that public servants are not allowed to partici- 
with the Press and Publications Branch of the In- Pate actively in politics. All those reforms should 

formation Services Division, and Material going out 2PPly to employees (Angestellte) as well as of- 
from IPG and Land Offices may most conveniently icials (Beamte), even though the distinction be- . 
be distributed through ISD facilities with informa- tween the two groups continues so far as tenure tion copies to the KRO’s involved. and pension rights are concerned. Such reforms 

} . should assure a public service much more rep- 
_ The foregoing comments apply equally to radio. sesentative of the people and a considerably greater 

| (8) Films degree of democracy within the public service it- 
self, and lead to a less authoritarian attitude to- 

No special film program has yet been planned, ward the citizen. , 
but it is believed that there are U.S. films avail- oa 

. : . In addition, local governments, and not the state, 

able on the subject and that the Motion Picture should have control over the appointment and dis- 
Branch of ISD will be interested in sponsoring the  issal of local public servants, although, if they 
preparation of one or more German shorts on the wish, they may use state facilities for selection and 
subject. examination. 

3. THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEE, to be as broad as the authority of the sovemment, 
THE CITIZEN AND THE STATE so that every official action is subject to review, 

A. PROBLEM and the courts should consider themselves as im- 
. oe partial between the government and the citizen. 

As the result of historical tradition and political The courts should be protected from legislative 

philosophy, there is a widely accepted view that and executive interference. They should have ade- 
the state is an independent entity superior to the quate staff and facilities. 
citizen, with the right to direct and control his in- 
dividual activities; that the official, as the rep- 

resentative of the state, is therefore the superior C. PROGRESS TO MAY 1950 
of the citizen; that the citizen has no rights ex- l es : 
cept those specifically granted by constitution or (1) Civil Service 
law; and that even these are somewhat in the Civil Service laws were promulgated in 1946 in 
nature of privileges. Such rights are too often Hesse, Wuerttemberg-Baden and Bavaria which 
evaded with comparative ease because of the au- eliminated many of the objectionable aspects of 
thoritarian character of public administration. the traditional system. These laws enabled the 
Special laws exist to protect the privileged status Laender to establish systems which were non-au- 
of the official in relation to the public or the  thoritarian and conformed to the principles sug- 
citizen. Machinery for assertion of the citizen’s gested above. Initially the Laender governments, in- 
rights is cumbersome and frequently fails to afford fluenced by the old civil servant, failed to take 
protection. In general officials recognize no obliga- advantage of this opportunity, but they have now 
tion to inform the public on policy or action. This established central personnel offices which for the 
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first time’ can assure an impartial and uniform istrative court decisions in Western Germany. 
administration of the personnel system throughout Citizens are thereby advised of individual rights, 
each government, and in the last year there has and public servants learn gradually not to over- 
been an encouraging change in attitude among _ step their legal authority. 

those who direct the systems. (3) So far as other objectives are concerned, 
The US and UK Military Governments promul- progress is spotty in character. In some states of- 

gated a civil service law for the Bizonal Economic ficials at higher levels have become aware of the 
Administration (MG Law No. 15) which included duty of public servants to the citizens and have 
the reforms listed under B, above, and others. issued instructions to the employees of the public 
While this law was opposed by the Bizonal ex- service accordingly, but it is not evident that this | 
ecutive, it induced a great deal of favorable com- has as yet produced any great change in the con- 
ment in Western Germany, and materially further- duct of the public servants nor a general recogni- 
ed the civil service reform movement. tion of the need for such change. 

. In a few cases individual ministers have in- 

sional civil service law and expects te adogt 2 inal structed their subordinates to conduct themselves 
law before the end of 1950. Although the provi- strictly within the limits of their legal authority, 
sional law omits most of the reforms contained in but again this progress is extremely limited. 
MG Law No. 15, the Federal Government has ‘The laws establishing special protection for of- 

agreed to include in its implementing regulations ficials against criticism remain unchanged. 
those suggested under B. above and to support | 
them in the final law. These reforms have im- Dp, PLANNED ACTION TO JULY 1951 
Oe ee in . onan (1) General 

erman Society of Personnel Administrators, : : 
designed to improve personnel standards and pro- l ns DrOET am, OE eee aL TD nto Pes eueh a 
fessional attitudes, has been established. The mem- Jou a vnectic ent ith the daily life of the citizen 
bers include the principal personnel offices in the that connecnon t ne ony t of th 1 
US Zone as well as several in the British Zone. at it Is. Be eee ee eee as ene The Society maintains a Technical Assistance program to stimulate citizen interest in politics and 
Bureau which works on the development of per- government. Background material and outlines of 

sonnel techniques and furnishes professional serv. tO Sone erokig cconeidtions in case they ‘Nish to 
wuest cost to municipalities and states upon re- center their work at any time around this subject. 

. Technical assistance will be made available to 
Until 1948 there was practically no public dis- the German Personnel Society, its regional or- 

during ie we ‘two seats public oninion contrast ganizations, and the Technical Assistance Bureau. 

come aware of the need for reform and news- It may be noted here that the Personnel Society paper discussion, pro and con, has been excep- proposes to publish the following in the early sum- 

tionally active. The trade unions, almost without mst of 1990: es : 99 
exception, have been active in seeking reform, The Public Service mm the United States. A de- 
and recently one of the major political parties, the S¢Tiption of US civil service organization and prac- 
SPD, has joined in this. tice written by the six personnel administrators 

. . . who visited the United States in 1949. 
Western Berlin has under consideration a very es 29 

satisfactory law. . “Problems of the German Civil Service . A con- 

Consultants from the United States have discussed sideration ° f their problems and a ui wiers of the civil service reforms within the framework of German civil service since its eaten (which 

German practice. Four German personnel office ved in Garnanp itself and are. mot foveign in 

neads Germans ective an tron ee Gurive character), with discussion of practicable solutions. 
1950. These exchanges have been extremely im- “Modern Methods for Personnel Selection”. The 
portant in improving the position and work of the title describes the content, which deals with modern 

personnel offices and in effecting a general change methods not yet introduced into German practice. 

in attitude. . A Monthly Newsletter in the personnel field. 

(2) Administrative Courts IPG and the Land Offices will continue their 
The German administrative courts’ system was direct contacts with personnel offices for technical 

re-established at the State (Land) level. The Basic advice on the improvement of civil service prac- 
Law provides for the establishment of a similar tice, and with proponents of reform in those states 
system for the Federal Government. where desirable changes have not yet been made. 

The members of the Land courts appear to be These consultations will be extended to judges 
fully conscious of their responsibilities, but there of administrative courts and ministry officials on 
is some question whether their jurisdiction is al- continued improvement of the handling of citizens’ 
ways adequate to correct improper official action. complaints. 
Many ministries do not as yet accept limitations on (2) Consultants : 
their exercise of arbitrary authority. The court . . 
staffs are so small and so limited in financial sup- During the remainder of 1950 one US expert 
port that they find it difficult to dispose of appeals 2nd three European experts on civil service are _ 
within a reasonable time. expected to visit Germany or a petiod of three 

Consultants from France have had considerable months each. Two US experts for three months 
success in stimulating reassessment of procedures pach and vest Paar xpert for one month have 
by the courts, to make citizen protection more — cen requested TOF " 
effective. The supreme administrative court in These consultants will concentrate their efforts 
Munich has begun publication of important admin- on consultations with the leaders in their respec- 
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tive fields in the state and federal governments, here is to advise against retrogressive changes in 
and with the principal members of the German _ the law and, if the Landtage propose to pass new 

Personnel Society. Despite the slowness in secur- laws, to take such action as appropriate to ensure 

ing the changes which we believe to be desirable, that these laws are satisfactory. 

the difficulties are in general no longer due to In the field of personnel administration consider- 
differences regarding the objectives but rather to able progress has been made in the U.S. Zone 

inability of the Germans to visualize how these J~aender over the past four years, but it is still | 
objectives can be put into practice. The discussions  sybject to the opposition of the conservatives and 
between the Germans and the visiting experts have to doubt among personnel administrators about 

proved a most fruitful method of securing reforms. prospective federal legislation and its effect upon 
Five French experts on administrative law will them. Land personnel officials should be encour- 

visit Germany during the remainder of 1950 to aged in the initiation of modern personnel practices 

consult principally with the judges of the Laender and practices which effectuate the objectives listed 

administrative courts. above. It should be made clear to them that, al- 
though Article 75 of the Basic Law permits the 

(3) German Visits to the US and European Federation to issue general provisions concerning 
Countries ' the legal piatus of persons employed in the public 

It is planned to invite six top German personnel ‘S°rViCe © the Laender, this will not permit de- 
administrators to go to England and to France | eA ° ree tne weceral law. Puruhermore, 
during 1950 for one month in each country. As a German equal access “to. bli otic CES cord. 

result of these trips it will be possible for the ance with ai S$ suitabilit » bilits ° a in fessior 1 
German Personnel Society to publish a book on Jen cents ¥Y, ability, and protessiona 
civil service in European countries as a companion 
volume to the one published this year on civil | The Land Offices should note whether the ad- 
service in the United States. | mnisranve courts aes adeduate Jurisdic#on re 

For 1951, eight senior German personnel admin- eal WIth alt Compiaints against improper ollicia s' 
istrators will go to the United States for three action; ane gnoule vt fe y tre citizens who seek 

months and ten junior professionals for six months. more adequate SUPPOF or these courts. 
It is proposed that the seniors observe personnel : : : 
systems in the US in operation. Many of the recent 7 (6) Kreis Offices 

techniques developed in the US are unknown in The use of civil service issue as a subject in the |. 
Germany, and, so far as personnel administrators citizen participation campaign is discussed in Part 
are concerned, the great problem is to show them III, subd. 4. So far as local civil service is con- 
that practices which will introduce democracy into cerned, the attention of the KRO’s is directed to 
the German system are practicable and are con- comments under (5) immediately preceding. 
sistent with the basic philosophy of the German 

system. ' 4 th h ; (7) Newspapers and Radio 
The junior professionals will go through similar 4s . . . 

training by observation, but, in addition, will have Material suitable for feature articles and radio 
special university courses in preliminary prep- talks will be prepared by IPG and circulated 
aration. i through ISD, with information copies to the Land 

In the field of general training for the public ane Resident Orfices. Land Offices may take sim- 
service, ten professionals in 1950 and eight pro- ? tte ti oF and particularly should bring to the 
fessionals in 1951 will go to the US for three % | beat of Land newspapers and radio any mate- 
months each. They will be chosen from the gov- re earing upor significant civil service action 

ernment personnel departments, from the min- ' aL or proposed by the Landtag or the govern- 
istries or from the administrative schools. They a th . os . . 
will have an initial series of seminars at an Ameri- n the field of administrative courts considerable 
can university and will then observe American emphasis ought to be placed upon newspaper and 
administrative practices and the relation be- ‘adio publicity for administrative court decisions 
tween American public servants and the public which protect the citizen against official mistakes 

with special reference to safeguards against the OF misconduct, and equally upon important deci- 

violation of citizens’ rights by official action and S!0MS which establish the rights of the state against 
expeditious methods of settling such violations if the citizens. It is evident that many Germans do 
any occur. not fully appreciate the value of the administrative 

(4) Pamphlets court in protecting their legal rights, and many do 
not know when decisions are rendered in a partic- 

“The Public Service and the Citizen.” A simple ular case which may affect them directly. Further- 

interpretation of the relation between the state, more, it is important to the education of citizens 
the public servant, and the citizen, explaining to in public affairs that they should be informed of 
the public servant his role as one selected to serve the development of administrative law and its ef- 
the citizen, and explaining to citizens the limita- fect upon them. | 

tions under which the public servant must per- (8) Films 

rormy is work, since he is bound by laws and reg _ A documentary film on the subject of civil serv- 
. (5) Land Offices ice is in preparation in cooperation with the Mo- 

tion Picture Branch of the Office of Public Affairs. 
Interest in Civil Service at the Land level is This film will be directed to improvement of rela- 

directed to proper legislation and to proper ad- tions between the public servant and the citizen. 

ministration of the personnel system. It will emphasize factors as courtesy and an at- 

As to legislation, the laws promulgated by the titude of helpfulness. 
Land governments in 1946 at the request of Mili- German news reels may cover significant activi- 
tary Government are adequate to permit satis- ties of the German Personnel Society and its sub- 
factory systems. The concern of the Land Offices ordinate groups. 
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. The Bavarian group has also completed a pam- 
A PROBLEn CIVIL LIBERTIES phlet (Schmutz und Schund) which deals with the 

" | threat to freedom of the press in laws now under 
German constitutions customarily contain an consideration to regulate the printing and sale of 

adequate bill of rights. The provisions of such bills indecent and trashy literature. The ‘proposed laws 
of rights, however, are not understood, asserted do not merely prohibit pornography; they author- 

or enforced in Germany in the sense in which we ize individual ministers to determine what is and 
understand them. Officials’ interference with some is not suitable to be printed and sold. 
constitutional rights is frequent. Legislation often The Bavarian group is also preparing a study 
appears to violate constitutional provisions. To (Beamtenbeleidigung) on the so-called insult laws 

: date there have been few appeals to the constitu- which give privileged protection to officials against 
tional courts for correction. Provisions for judicial criticism by the public, and another on the viola- 
review are not altogether satisfactory. tion of civil liberties and the treatment accorded 

In addition, because of the German tradition of | persons suspected of insanity. 
subordinating individual interests to the state and Similar research projects are planned by other 
of providing machinery designed to enforce the civil liberties groups. 
decisions of the state and its officials rather than The League for the Protection of Citizens (Buer- 
to protect the individual, certain rights of citizens gerschutzbund) in West Berlin is an organization 

not specifically covered by constitutional protec- 4 slightly different character. While it seeks the 
tion are frequently infringed by official action. protection of constitutional rights, its primary 
Therefore, the field of civil liberties in Germany activity is assistance to citizens who have suffered is not limited solely to protection of rights set forth ¢,o4, arbitrary or illegal official action. 
in the constitutional bills of rights, but includes . 
protection of the individual from capricious or il- German newspapers have not only published a 
legal official action. considerable amount of information on civil Tib- 

erties furnished them by the various associations, 

but they have shown an encouraging interest of 
B. OBJECTIVES their own in the subject and have conducted ef- 

To aid German leaders and groups who caaave campaigns on particular cases in their local- 
ities. 

(1) Seek to achieve public understanding and ap- In a limited number of instances, public interest 
preciation of the meaning of the constitutional bills ang support have been aroused for the correction 

of rights, the public and individual importance of of a violation of constitutional rights, but it must 
protecting these rights against any kind of infringe- be said frankly that in general the public still ap- 
men and practical methods of assuring such pro- pears to be apathetic. 
ection; 

° . eye While the constitutions of the Laender of the 
feted a viclatnstance to citizens wre f have sul- U.S. Zone and the Basic Law all provide for the 
cious or ille ee . Tights Tom Capri- establishment of constitutional courts, experience gal official action, even if it does not ae . : . W 
involve a constitutional violation: indicates that their existence. is generally unrec- 

, ognized and they arenot much used. In some cases it 
(3) Review legislation and regulations for con- is unduly difficult to bring individual cases before 

sistency with constitutional provisions and seek them, and generally appeal procedure facilitates 
whatever amendment is necessary to further the the review of governmental and public con- 
protection of civil liberties. troversies rather than violations of individual 

rights. 

One consultant came to Germany from the U.S. 
C. PROGRESS TO MAY 1950 in 1949 and spent three months in discussions with 

Active civil liberties’ groups exist in Munich, leaders of the civil liberties associations in West- 
Frankfurt, Heidelberg-Mannheim, Stuttgart and ern Germany and Berlin. 
Berlin. Each of these renders legal advice and assist- Six German leaders have gone to the U.S. where ance to persons whose basic rights have been infring- they will spend three months working with the 
ed by government action and such cases have been iyi] Liberties Union, observing methods followed 
handled in administrative agencies and carried in the U.S. to protect individual rights and varia- 
to the highest courts. Each group maintains an tions in practice related to the different types of © educational and publicity program involving pub- violations which arise. 
lic meetings, lectures, radio speeches and press 
releases. A considerable number of civil liberties’ 
associations have been established in the ‘French DD. PLANNED ACTION TO JULY, 1951 - 
and British Zones, and in the US Zone additional (1) General 
groups have been or will be organized in a dozen 
more cities. The various local groups are rep- Civil liberties is a subject which may be used to 
resented in a central coordinating association, the enlist the interest of organized citizens’ groups in 
League for Citizens’ Rights in Frankfurt. The public affairs because it so frequently presents 
Union publishes a periodical affecting the activities cases of current local interest. Groups will be en- 
of the local associations. couraged to undertake discussions generally or in 

The Bavari : relation to a particular case. Simple material will based upon, ‘exitustve “rerarth on’ ants, be made available wich wil explain how, if they 
searches, and seizures. It is used as a basis for WiSh, they may take action indepen ently OF in Co- 
lectures, discussions and pamphlets. The police OPeration with the Civil ee oath to corset 
schools in North Rhine Westphalia have adopted violations of constitutiona Tights or other olticia 
it as instructional material, and the Minister of denial of the citizen’s rights. 
Interior in that Land has drafted a law based on The German associations plan a meeting for all 

the study. . | of Western Germany in September, and four large 
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scale regional meetings. The proceedings of the dial action which in Germany is by no means 
main meeting will be published. The individual as- simple. The two are companion pamphlets but have 
sociations have planned periodic meetings in their been separated in order to make each so short that 
localities where prominent German experts will it will be read by the ordinary citizen. 
discuss current problems. The associations will be “Civi : es : ” . . 

. vil Liberties in German History”. This will 
encouraged to send ooo eee av cct to speak to be a short popular presentation of the struggle for 

other citizens’ groups on JECct. civil liberties in Germany, emphasizing the fact 
The local associations will undertake the litiga- that the movement and the rights sought to be 

tion of a number of selected cases before the courts guaranteed are German and not alien. 
and administrative agencies. Unfortunately these “py » . . 

. , . eedom of Speech and Assembly.” This will be 
vad be eee tin pum Pecause ia f the Tack of a simple presentation of the constitutional aspects 
unds and iree time on Pp yers. of those rights which are perhaps most frequently 
A number of the local groups are either engaged violated by the German authorities. 

in or planning the examination of existing laws “Gottfried Schulze, Citizen.” As noted in an 

which infringe upon, constitutional guarantees, Bet earlier part of this report, the average German has 
planned to identify these, bring them into public [20,SONSTGn Of erie ae a 
discussion, and seek repeal or judicial correction. ‘lan guage adequate to convey that concept. This 

It is hoped that the associations will also interest pamphlet will be an attempt to explain in work- 
themselves in the judicial system for the protec- ‘aday terms the idea of an individual as a particip- 
tion of constitutional rights. While the U.S. Laender ating member in a community and a society in 
have, and the Federal Government anticipates,-a which he has rights but also responsibilities. 
constitutional court, few individuals so far as we , 

know pave pad recourse hem ais may be ove (5) Land Offices 
in part to the fac a e constitutions themselves ; 

or the implementing laws facilitate the review of |, The Land Offices should bring to the attention of 
governmental and jurisdictional questions rather civil liberties associations cases of violations which 

than infringements of personal rights and some- Come to their attention, and consult with the as- 

times make it extremely difficult for the latter to sociations as appropriate upon the prosecution of 
be asserted. We shall never know whether the new iMdividual cases. They should also act as liaison 
courts will accept the broader responsibility in- between the associations and (through the Kreis 
tended by the constitutions until they have had Offices) local citizens’ organizations to arrange 
cases presented to them. The field is one which will meetings and speakers which will gradually build 
repay study by associations up an interest of the local organizations in the 

" subjects. They should also advise Kreis Officers 

(2) Consultants upon cases which may be handled at the local level. 

Two U.S. experts have been requested for 1950 (6) Kreis Offices | 
and two for 1951. In addition, the head of the I dditi to th 
American Civil Liberties Union is expected to visit n addition to the general work under part III 
Germany in 1950 at the Union’s expense. subd. 4 the Kreis Resident Officers should be alert 

; for significant cases of civil liberties’ violations in 
This year the experts will continue consultations their localities, should call these to the attention 

with leaders and with existing and prospective of civil liberties associations and the Land Offices, 
groups and will examine ways to make the pro- and wherever possible should interest local groups 
gram more practical and effective. There is some _ in action to correct the violations. With the Land 

evidence that certain groups suffer from an ab- Offices they should act as liaison between the civil 
stract and intellectual approach. liberties associations and local citizens’ groups in 

The program of the experts for 1951 will only order to stimulate the interest of the latter in the 

| be determined after observing progress during the subject. — . | 

current year. (7) Newspapers and Radio . 

.. . IPG, through ISD, will circulate feature articles 
(3) German Visits to U.S. and European Countries on civil liberties and their protection, with copies 
‘In addition to the six Germans presently in the to the Land Offices and Resident Officers. The Land 

U.S., 12 more will go during 1950 and 12 in 1951 in Offices should take similar action, and they and 
groups of six each. Like the present group they the Resident Officers should attempt to publicize 
will spend three months working with the Ameri- significant and interesting action of the local civil 

can Civil Liberties Union, observing U.S. methods liberties unions, and violations of civil liberties. 

of meeting various problems. The Land and Resident Officers should further 
group consultation and discussion between the local 

(4) Pamphlets civil liberties associations and newspapers. 

The folowing pamphlets are planned: A program of twelve radio discussions has been 

“From Subject to Citizen.” This will describe in-  P!anned in cooperation with the Radio Program 
dividual constitutional rights, how they are most Bran end . In ae wear associations woe 
frequently violated, and why their assertion and [02 ches qa di contacts with local stations for 
protection are essential to a decent life for every speeches and Aiscussions. 

individual and to the establishment of a democratic . 
society. (8) Films | 

“Your Constitutional Rights”. This deals with the Five motion picture shorts are to be prepared by 

constitutional guarantees and forms of violation, the Motion Picture Branch, ISD, in collaboration 

but in this case, with emphasis on possible reme- with this Division. 
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“Freedom of Speech”. While this deals with a (1) Decentralize police organization SO that each 
specific aspect of civil liberties, the film will pre- community or governmental area, without inter- 
sent the history of the struggle in Germany for ference by a higher jurisdiction, is responsible for 
civil liberties, to show that it is in the German tra- and controls the police force for that community. 

dition and not alien in character. | (2) Establish legal controls over the police to 
“Searches and Seizures”. This will be related to insure observance of the constitutional and legal 

the very successful pamphlet of the Bavarian soci- Tights of citizens and educate the police to af- 
ety mentioned under C above. firmative observance of these rights; restrict their 

“< . oe. functions and authority to the maintenance of pub- 
Equality of the Sexes”. This is important be- ic order, the prevention of crime and the bring- 

cause of the traditionally subordinate place which ing of offenders to justice; establish in practice 

women have occupied in Germany and because of that they are the servants of and responsible to 
their further loss of status under the Nazi regime. 4p, people; and hold the policeman individually 

“Equality before the Law”. If a pending case has responsible before the law for his acts. 
a successful outcome the film will probably present (3) Eliminate the legislative and judicial func- 
a struggle between a refugee war cripple and a_ tions of the police. 
deputy police president for possession of living (4) Free the police from political influence and 
quarters. To date the cripple has the law on his protect them from becoming the agent of interests 
side, but the police president has the apartment. which might utilize their power against the people. 

“I am a Citizen”. This will dramatize in film (5) Educate the citizen to his obligation in re- 
form the idea expressed in writing in “Gottfried spect of the police and in the value of cooperation 

Schulze, Citizen”, described in (4) above. with them. 
. . . . . ae ish and carry out programs to pro- Consideration is also being given to U.S. films (6) Establis , _* 

on civil liberties to determine whether they can mote traffic safety with broad public participa- 
be edited and synchronized for exhibition to Ger- 0. | 
man audiences. __C. PROGRESS TO MAY 1950 

The police system is decentralized in the USS. 
| Zone. The Buergermeisters and city councils are 

5. POLICE POLICY AND generally in accord with the new system and will 

. offer resistance to any regional, state or federal 
ADMINISTRATION : endeavor to centralize the police in the future. 

A. PROBLEM | | As a result of a survey in Wuerttemberg-Baden 
The democratic concept of police as an agency to Of house searches by the police and its publication 

serve the citizens, and to be responsible to and through radio and press, the public brought pres- 
directly controlled by the people, has never been sure to bear on the Landtag and the Ministry of 
widely accepted in Germany. Traditionally, the Interior issued decrees that “searches without 
German police has been an enforcement arm of a search warrants will be the exception rather than 

government which was master of the people and the rule in the future.” 
which regulated the daily life of its citizens in Police chiefs have formed Regional State and 

| many aspects. Zone (US) “Associations of Chiefs of Police.” These 
| , : t organizations sponsor and participate in programs 

control. of local eelice “end the lates cities ware with governmental officials and the people in fur- 
served by state police. Over the years police of- one anee of the objeckives sate eins pe socal 
ficials have become so accustomed to centralized @Uthoriues are now becoming sensitive, however, 

; ns ; , void to police assertion of the right to introduce reforms 
police administration that they regularly consider . th ij tem. In other words. the local au- 
this method of organization the only efficient one. M2 Wie police system, on Ol , Cal a 

thorities like decentralization, but they do not like 
Under the old system, police officers possessed reform except under their own control. 

substantial judicial powers. They could assess and Visiting US police experts have been welcomed 
collect fines on the spot at the scene of violations. Warmly by the German police and other govern- 

Furthermore, the concept of “police” extended to mental agencies, and their personal contacts with 
administrative fields, such as building affairs, German police chiefs, presidents of police chiefs’ as- 
health and trade. | sociations, police officials of the Ministry of Interior 
_ The German police possessed stronger powers in and other leading personalities have resulted in a 
the performance of their duties than were neces- changed attitude toward reform. Many changes in 

sary according to democratic standards. They were practice have been inaugurated by German police 
not considered as servants and protectors of the executives as a result. 
citizen, but as the agent of an authoritarian state 7 . . . eye 

? . tay, 7 : Special progress is to be noted in those cities 
whose orders had to be implicitly obeyed. whose police leaders visited the U.S. Following are 

With this background the citizen has little con- a few examples: 

cept of his own proper relation to the police, of (a) One police chief has arranged for the deten- 
his obligations to the community, and of the value tion of arrested juveniles by welfare agencies or 
of cooperation between police and citizen. Sub- church homes and has prohibited the incarcera- 
stantially the first opportunity for such coopera- tion of juveniles in police jails or prisons. 
tion was given through the establishment of the (b) In several cities the police chiefs have or- 
traffic safety programs. _ | dered strict enforcement of the regulations pre- 

| ' viously violated, prohibiting the incarceration of 
B. OBJECTIVES _ persons against whom no specific charges have 

a So - been filed, and the detention of persons who 
To aid the German leaders and groups includ- have not been given a hearing by the end of the 

ing police officials and associations, to:.  - - second day of arrest. ne 
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(c) In several cities, but with particular suc- “The American Cop” — Life Time 
-cess in one, policemen have been assigned to “The Policeman” — Canadian Film. 

recture io cementary schoo! Students non ene _American books and publications on police ad- 
police an eir problem Of ifaw ’ ministration, organization, investigation, identifica- 
crime prevention and control, tr aific safety, etc. tion and various technical operations, have been 
The object is to reduce juvenile delinquency, supplied to German police officials ? 

- change the attitude of German children to the . 
police, and to obtain better public understanding 
of and cooperation with the police. D. PLANNED ACTION TO JULY 1951 : 

(d) Each of these cities, and several others, have (1) General 
established school-boy traffic patrols at street 
crossings. While this adds to the safety of the The various police associations will be encour- 

- children and reduces street accidents, its chief ob- aged in their attempt to establish firm organiza- 
jective is the establishment of better public re- tions, continue meetings and, plan and direct their 
lations. programs. These programs deal not only with the 

(e) Each of the police chiefs who visited the preparation and publication of information for the 

US. continues to give lectures, to police ands comments ee ea te ww. a e ? a 
heed for tefoemne na the German system. " tablishment of cooperative relationships between 

| } - the citizens and the associations. The associations 
(f) In one city, the adoption of a numbered §jnclude: 

police badge to identify the individual policeman U.S. Zone Association of Police Chiefs 

to the public | was resented by the police, who North Bavarian Association of Police Chiefs 
thought that it placed them in a category with <outh Bavarian Association of Police Chiefs 
prisoners. The police chief first convinced the Wuerttemberg-Baden Association of Police Chiefs 
community it would tend to discourage police Hesse Association of Police Chief 

officers from dealing arbitrarily with the public. orice 1eIs. 

Public pressure carried the reform, and the police _ The development of a traffic safety movement 
are persuaded by experience that it is sound. is of the greatest importance in itself and serves 

. . . also as the most convenient vehicle for establish- 
(g) Several police chiefs have restricted the ing cooperative relationships between the com- 

use of firearms by officers to cases where life munity and the police. Loss of and injury to life 

to 7 actually endangered. py, unjawiul attack ted from traffic accidents are appalling, and a traffic’ 
fel ee Thi ne ee or a on. U ae Gorn e safety program exists only in its initial stage. Its 
elon. (This Is a Feat concession, Under serman development will do something to correct the lack 
law the policeman has considerable latitude to of value which the German community appears to 

use a gun to prevent the commission even of place upon human life, and it may be used to en- 
minor crimes, or the escape of persons sought for list the interest and aid of a large number of in- 
questioning.) dividual citizens working for the first time in a 

(h) Each of these police chiefs, and others in- community project and with public officials. 
fluenced by them, have established new relations . ; 

Soe beetee hittertn akon ie eee ee Council will also be supported. This is a service 
° “ egree = emo emenown a onmany: agency having a membership composed of local 

(i) Each has inaugurated a public participation police department and other governmental agen- 
_ program in crime prevention, traffic safety, etc., cies, civic groups and community organizations in- 

for the first time bringing community groups terested in the reduction of the traffic accident toll 
into direct cooperation with the police. or having responsibilities in the control of traffic 
Pamphlets on “The German Police” and “Or- © the enforcement of traffic laws. It will have the 

Fee ee eee are am Taee"2” tributions “from commercial and industrial com ion, the latter conjunction wi e film on | - 
“The Stuttgart Traffic "Safety Council”. Each has Cerns, casualty underwriters and others who have 
the objective of selling the idea of community direct financial interest in the reduction of the 

participation in the solution of police problems. ‘traffic accident toll. 

Numerous articles aimed at informing the Ger- The council will conduct or direct surveys to 
man people of proper police practices appear reg- determine the need for improved traffic controls 
ularly in the German newspapers. Picture series 2nd engineering, law enforcement programs, com- 
have been published: “Are the Police Allowed toDo ™unity safety programs, etc. It will provide a 
This?”, “When Are the Police Allowed to Shoot?” central clearing house for comparative statistics 

“When are the Police Allowed to SearchaPerson?”, 0©n traffic accident experience, and the success of 
“Are the Police Allowed to Enter an Apartment Various methods utilized by the community. 
by Force?”, “When Are the Police Allowed to In addition, encouragement will be given to traf- 
Search a House?”, “Who is Allowed to Arrest fic institutes which presently exist in Hesse, Bre- 
Whom?” “Are the Police Allowed to Use Secret men and Berlin. These traffic institutes are estab- 
Police Agents? lished within the police training school system, 
German police officials appear frequently on and other governmental agencies concerned with 

radio programs to solicit public cooperation, im- traffic control also participate. 
proved police-public relations, and explain the role It is also intend . ae . . ed to develop a course for police 
of the police in a democratic community. administration in a university. The course will 

Several 16 mm films, secured through ISD Film qualify participants for positions of police leader- 

Branch, have aided German police to a new con-- ship with a minimum of actual police experience, 
cept of police methods and practices. Two such change the traditional progression from the lowest 
films are: | : position in the force through in-service training 
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and actual work until seniority qualifies an of- It will also explain the obligations of the citizen 
ficer for the higher position. to the community and hence to the police in terms 

Two conferences of a hundred leading police ex- of public order and public safety ° . 

ecutives in the U.S. Zone are planned for discussion In connection with the traffic safety campaign a 
of policy, programs and general problems. Addi- umber of pamphlets will be prepared, some for 
tional conferences are held once a month with some the citizens and some for the officials. They will 
ten leading police executives. deal with traffic safety principles for the driver 

. and the pedestrian, with the technical aspects of 
traffic safety for municipal officials and police, and 

(2) Consultants with materials which may be used by teachers in 
It is planned to bring the following experts to the schools. There will also be special material for 

Germany during the next year: the children themselves. 

a. A specialist on the legal powers of police and A pamphlet will be published reporting the con- 
legal safeguards protecting citizens against the clusions of the conference between a U.S. visiting 
police. consultant and representatives of the police chiefs 

b. A specialist in the field of public relations be- 2nd Buergermeisters. This conference was held to 
tween the police and the citizens of the community. ¢liminate difficulties and misunderstandings be- 

sae gs . . . tween local authorities and police chiefs, and plan 
c. A specialist in the field of juvenile crime pre- further coordination and cooperation. Copies of this _ 

vention, special activities of the police in dealing pamphlet will go to every Buergermeister and 
with juveniles, etc. police chief and to other interested persons. 

d. A specialist who is or has been a leading of- American books on police organizations, methods 
ficial in a chiefs of police association, who is and practices will be reviewed. Those found espe- 
qualified to advise on the establishment of such  ¢ially suitable for German use will be published | 
organizations and the programming of their activ- jin German. ° 
ities. A voli ati faci ‘alist wh (5) Land Offices 
e. police organization efficiency specialist who 8 . . . 

combines experience in police operations and or- This particular item of the program varies from 
ganizational problems, preferably one who has the others because there is a public safety specialist 

participated in the conduct of reorganizational in each Political Office in the three southern. Laen- 
surveys and planning for American municipal po- der, and therefore it is possible to work out a spe- 
lice departments. cial public safety program for the Land Offices. 

f. One or more specialists on traffic safety and This program will include: . - . 
community support therefor. A weekly conference with police officials in a 

These specialists will work with the German particular locality to examine practices, problems, 
. a oe etc. 

police associations and officials. Occasional conferences in each large community 
es : between police, press and radio officials to estab- 

(3) German Visits to U.S. and European Countries lish a better relationship between them and, 

46 German police will be invited to visit the U.S. through them, with the citizens. 

in groups of 12 or less. Present plans call for ar- Cooperation with the local professional associa- 
rangements with an American University with a tions of Chiefs of Police, police technicians and 
school for police administration. The first four — policemen for the exchange of ideas, dissemina- 

weeks of each visit will be devoted to class room tion of information, and sponsoring of additional 
orientation. The remaining time will be devoted to programs directed at informing the police and pub- 

a conducted tour to city, county, state and federal ic of democratic methods of police organization, 
law enforcement agencies as well as legislative and — operation, and techniques. 

ree ee pee See or these crowns wil schoo's Occasional preparations of script and arrange- 

presentatives of the German Associations of Chiefs ment for broadcast of a program on police matters. 
of Police who will attend the international Chiefs’ : : 
of Police 1950 convention during their visit. (8) Kreis Offices 

The program will be devised to show that muni- _ While the Kreis Resident Officers have a mul- 

cipal police forces, however small can efficiently titude of other duties and cannot devote a large 
provide the community with all needed police pro- part of their time to police matters, the relations 
tection, although they are entirely independent of | between police and citizens lie at the root of or are 
control by authorities at a higher level of govern- typical of so many German governmental prob- 
ment. It will show the practicability of a system lems that action in this particular field will often 
which limits the authority and jurisdiction of police Serve a much broader purpose. The Kreis Officers 
practice and techniques in the field of organiza- are in a specially favorable situation to encourage 
tion, operation and training which will enable the understanding and cooperation between citizen 
participants to improve the efficiency of their own and police. Specific suggestions will be given them, 
establishment. Not least, the visitors will renew and seminars will include coverage of this subject. 
contacts with members of their profession outside They will be briefed upon the simpler aspects of 
Germany. | the traffic safety campaign and will encourage 

(4) Pamphlets municipalities and citizens in programs directed 
“Relati f the Citi . . at this program. They have the opportunity to en- 

elation of the Citizen to the Policeman”. The jist the aid of local newspapers both in respect 
purpose is to explain. in simple terms the demo- of traffic safety and general police work. 
cratic sonception of the police and their duties; 
the authority they may legitimately excercise and : 

in what manner; common abuses and what to do (7) Newspapers and Radio 
about them; and how cooperation and understand- The newspapers will be encouraged to continue 
ing between citizens and police may be developed. publication of articles on leading German police : 
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officials, outstanding police agencies and accom- The election systems widen this separation be- 
plishments, the role of the new democratic police, tween the parties and the people. Under the list 

safety campaigns, etc., in order to promote better system of proportional representation, the German 
police-public relations. (See C. above for additional voter has a choice only between party tickets, the 
details.) | nominees are chosen by the party leaders, and those 

IPG will furnish general material and sugges- elected to office are their candidates and respon- 
tions. The Land Offices may do the same for the _ sible to them rather than to the voters. Even those 
Land, and may apply the IPG suggestions to Land elected directly by plurality vote still render prim- 
conditions. Primarily, however, the material must ay auegiance ‘0 the party organization and not to 
be used locally to have full effect, and while some elr constituents. | 
can be made available through ISD, much of it Extreme party discipline maintains this system. 
must be developed by the Resident Officers in Material dissent from party policy results in ex- 
terms of local conditions and personalities. pulsion, which in Germany is often a complete 

. vgs barrier to participation in public life, because with 
The same approach holds for radio. In addition, : . . . as 

the presidents of the four regional Associations of aw cxreptions there is no place in public life for 
Chiefs of Police will spend about five minutes per incdepe oo 
week on the air. The German voter is frustrated by this system. 

. Accordingly, he suffers from a lack of political ex- 
(8) Film perience and has no opportunity to make a real- 

Two twelve-minute films will be produced. istic approach ‘0. pontics. Political and social ideo 
“ egy oo ogy—socialism, free enterprise, religion, national- 

The German Police” will show the origin of the ign__are offered by the parties as a substitute for 
German police, the German police between 1933  jractical programs dealing with current problems. 
and 1945, and the present police organization and ‘he voter must take one of these: he is given no 

practice, and compare the basic faults of the old ther choice. In default of other experience many 
system with the protections provided in the pres- yoters suppose that these ideologies present real- 
ent organization. Care will be taken that it does istic and practical issues. Since they involve prin- 
not arouse nostalgia. ciples, they cannot pe ev eaarnaicy and ener te 

“Progress of the German Police”. This will show compromise or adjustment wi e€ opposition to 

outstanding changes of police methods or practices reach practical solutions is impossible. 
(which resulted from the visit of German police Intellectual intolerance is too often a component 
leaders to the U.S.). Several of the points to be part of political opinion. This inability to modify 
covered are listed in C. above. or compromise leads to the rejection or secession 

of minorities and the multiplication of splinter 
| groups. 

The party system and politics have no appeal for 
6. POLITICAL PARTIES AND ELECTION German youth, who feel instinctively that the 

SYSTEMS present programs and organizations are obsolete. 
A. PROBLEM They are certain to seek a substitute and it is vital 

The German political party and election systems that this substitute be democratic in character. 

have distinctive authoritarian aspects. 

A very small percentage of the voters are party B. OBJECTIVES | 

members. Party interest, except during campaigns, To support those Germans who seek to improve 
is limited to the party group. Top party commit- the German political system so as to establish in 
tees and functionaries appear successfully to de- practice: 

termine party policy without much reference to the . (1) Representatives elected to legislative bodies 
views of the rank and file or to public opinion. ‘and elected public officials are chosen to serve their 
Positions on vital questions seem to be determined «constituents, and owe their primary loyalty to the 
by party ideology and strategy rather than public / constituents and not to the party organization 
interests. In the more highly centralized.parties § which nominated them. 
local policy and action also.require approval of the = (2) The more general adoption of a system of 
high command, so that local-initiative is paralyzed ‘ direct plurality election from single member dis- 
and local problems neglected. { iniets in place of the list system of proportional 

Conflicting regional or group interests ought to ‘representation. _ 
be represented in legislatures by the members S (3) Development of political realism and toler- 
elected by these interests, but the caucus system + ance in the parties and a sense of responsibility 
(Fraktionszwang) prevents this, and laws in effect to and relationship with the public. 
are voted, not by individual legislators represent- . ~(4) Development of a democratic political system 
ing their constituents, but by party blocs acting on which will attract the participation of the German 
decisions taken in caucus before public debate. In uth. , 

many instances even the caucus decision is dictated 
by the leaders. Control of government policy and C. PROGRESS TO MAY 1950 

administration by party leader-ministers is in- Little progress can_he reported towards these-ob- 
herent in any parliamentary system, but under the jectives except in the field of election reform—end 

conditions cited, it seems in Germany to have Xa limited deskee ti better_cor netween in- 

developed to an extreme degree. dividual legislators—or—ofticiats—amdttnelr constit- 
The result is that the German people have no RS 

real representation in government through the pol ubstantial improvement has been made in the 
tical parties and generally cannot affect govern- election Avetems. hare 1919 election py Povrality 
mental policy or action on any given issue. No was traditional in Germany. Under e eimar 
party offers the German people an opportunity for Republic a change was made to proportional re- 
active participation in political life. presentation and a party list system on a national



basis, so that the voters had a choice only between ments in Bonn, party policy, and similar matters. 
parties, and the members elected were taken from The plan itself was not of great merit since the 
the list in order of their names as determined by public representation was to consist of selected 
the party committee. There were no local nominees. members of the party. Its significance lies in the 
The voter in reality elected a party, not a repre- fact that immediately the competing parties be- 
sentative. came conscious of their obligation to the public and 

Many party leaders recognize that the plurality indicated their intention to adopt similar practices. 
system is sounder than the list system, but the 
minority parties in particular oppose a return to 

it because it reduces or eliminates their legislative D. PLANNED ACTION TO JULY 1951 
representation. 

Despite this, the Ministers President of the eleven . (1) General 
: west German states promulgated a law for the Except in the field of election reform, it is doubt- 

election of the first federal Bundestag which modi- fy] that any great advance toward the stated ob- 
fied the list system. It provided that 60°%o of the jectives will be registered until the program for 
members should be chosen by plurality vote from  Gitizen participation in government (Item 1 of the 
single member districts and 40> elected from party program) has made more progress. Citizens must 
lists (made up by states, not for West Germany as learn to make their votes effective in the selective 
a whole), and no members were elected from the choice of the person they wish to represent them, 
lists if the party failed in a given Land to elect one and the political parties must learn by practical 
representative by direct vote or to secure 10°/o of experience that those candidates have the better 
the total votes. chance of success who show themselves responsible 

Comparable laws are in effect in Bavaria, Schles- to their constituencies. The present system is favor- 
wig-Holstein, Lower Saxony and North Rhine able to the party leaders. But political parties in 
Westphalia. A similar Hesse law, and Bremenlaw Germany as elsewhere are pragmatic and they will 
providing for direct election for all seats, were change their practices when they find that a change 

_ passed for the first Landtag elections, but new is necessary for political success. 
oes will be required for the new elections in Individual legislators may, however, be per- 

and 1951. 
wy ge | suaded of the value to them of a closer contact 

The constitutions of the four U.S. Zone Laender with their constituents. Over a period of time this 
all authorize the rejection of party list candidates will pay dividends in votes, as it does elsewhere, 
of parties who fail to cast a certain percentage and other legislators will learn its value. 
(10°/o or 5°/o) of the total vote. wg: . While considerable 7 In addition, voters can be informed of the weak- 

Progress has been made to- ocses of the present system and shown what 
ward adopting the plurality system, its extension, jerorms are desirable so that they will understand and indeed its retention where already adopted, the problem and its remedy 
appear to depend upon changing party interests. P : 
The CDU favors it on a national basis but in one If individual parties in individual Laender or 
Land some party wheelhorses were ready to join localities would as a matter of party policy deal 
with the opposition to repeal it when they realized with the people as a whole and on local matters 
that there was no longer assurance of their elec- permit their legislative members to represent con- 
tion from the party list. The SPD supported it in  stituencies rather than the party, it is probable that 
two Laender, where it did not harm them, but op- this would have a popular appeal and immediate 
poses it elsewhere. In another Land, both CDU and repercussions on other parties. The experiment 
SPD wishes to repeal the straight list system, but described in C. above illustrates this possibility. 
it remains because they could not agree on the . . : 
details of a plurality system. In other Svords, elec- AS to election reform, it should be possible to 
tion reform in Germany, as elsewhere, is a matter capitalize the political situation in various Laen- 

of practical politics. der, and through development of the Voters 
Leagues to bring increasing pressure on the Land- 

Voters Leagues (Waehlergesellschaften) have been tage. It is essential to develop a broader base of 
organized in several states, but a small number of support for the Voters’ Leagues and to induce them 

non-political leaders in community life furnish 49 subordinate ideological purity to practical poli- 
most of the members, and the Leagues so far have tics and possibilities. They must also be persuaded 
no broad public basis. There is evidence that election reform alone will not accomplish the | 
that some of the leaders are more idéalistic than results desired. 
practical. For instance, they concentrate on the é . . . 
direct election system as the solution of the whole A special program to interest German youth in 
problem, which it is not, and they refuse to support P0litics and public affairs must be devised. The 
movements to attain election reform by stages, details are not set forth here since this must be 

which is politically the only practicable course. fitted into the youth program as a whole. First of 
aes all, it must be realistic because the distrust of Ger- 

In individual cases legislators and officials have man youth for politics today is based upon its 
attempted to keep in touch with the sentiment of feeling that political programs are empty and mean 
their constituents on public questions, and to keep nothing. Youth must be shown how it can participate 
the constituents informed upon legislative action. directly and effectively in public affairs, and how 
In most cases, however, they depend upon regular the weight of such action can produce results with 
party meetings and set speeches which do not reach egislators and public officials. These lessons must 
the people as a whole and do not keep the legis- be connected with and directed at the problems 
lator in touch with public opinion. He tries to in- which interest youth, which are the fundamental 
struct rather than to exchange views. problems confronting Germany as a nation — hous- 

A few months ago one Land party announced ing, employment, the integration of refugees, com- 
its intention to have its Bundestag members report munity improvement, reform in public life, and 
regularly to a group of the public upon develop- _— personal security. | | 
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(2) Visiting Consultants as a whole and not merely to party supporters. 
The . They would also find it useful to discuss matters 

us “a intended to bring one consultant from the and elicit voters’ opinions rather than devote them- .. during 1950 who is an expert on election selves primarily to speech ti ty do 
systems. He will consult with the Voters’ Leagues, 47. Pp Hy to speeches presenting party doc- 
Bundestag and Landtag members and party lead- ° 6) Krei fi . | 
ers, and with citizens’ associations. (6) Kreis Offices 

No plan has yet been made for a consultant in The considerations outlined under (5) above are 
1951 because of the feeling that other items in the even more applicable to the Kreis Officers because 
program must be further developed before sub- they have the best opportunity for contact with 
stantial additional work in this field can be under- the local leaders and legislators. If reforms are ever 
taken. realized it will result from grass roots pressure 

(3) German Visits to the United States and and application at ‘ he local level. 
European Countries (7) Newspapers and Radio 

| Arrangements have been made for two groups General material will be made available from 
of German political leaders, totaling 13 persons, IPG. HICOG representatives at all levels may en- 
to go to the U.S. during 1950 for a period of three courage newspaper and radio comment upon 

months. These individuals will be selected as hav- developments, or concerning the action of local 
ing an interest in the improvement of political representatives in the local councils, the Landtag, 
practices in Germany, although not committed to and Bundestag. It would be particularly desirable 

| any specific reforms. They will observe the work- if the newspapers would report the vote of the 
ing relationship between the voter, the parties, local representative on particular bills which af- 
legislators and officials in the U.S.:This includes fect the locality, noting whether he voted in the 
political groups, non-partisan voters’ organizations, interest of the locality or, under party discipline, 
pressure groups, letters from constituent to rep- against it. It is hoped that some newspapers and 
resentative, newspaper discussion of candidates’ radio commentators may be persuaded consistently 
voting records, party organization, the direct prim- to contrast party ideologies with the realities of ur- 
ary system, and a number of other details which gent problems and pending programs. 

_ distinguish practice in the United States and Ger- . | 
many. . (8) Films 

' Asimilar program for five leaders is proposed No film program has been developed. 
for 1951, subject to modification after experience | 

with the 1950 group. 7. LEGISLATIVE ORGANIZATION AND 
(4) Pamphlets PRACTICE 

“Election Systems”. This will be a simple pres- A. PROBLEM 
entation of comparative election systems showing At both Federal and Land level the Executive 
the benefits and defects of each and the arguments branch of the government tends to dominate the 

pro and con. Legislative branch. i - 
“How Political Parties Work”. This will describe oat by ve rane which commen see ats 

the actual operation of the political party system party leaders of the legislative majority, and it 
in Germany, with comment and illustrations of alter- exercises, not merely leadership, but a tight dis- 

native practices in the other Western democracies, cipline over the party groups. The Executive 

and emphasis on the advantages of better relations branch is staffed by professional civil servants who between the parties and the public and more con- for generations have nourished the tradition that 
trol of the public over legislative representatives. only they through their training and experience 

. are expert in government. Many legislators seem 
(5) Land Offices to accede to this view, and many civil servants 

Newspaper editorials indicate that there is al- appear to have a contempt for the untrained 
ready considerable understanding among those legislator and hence for the legislative process and 
familiar with public affairs that the present po- legislative authority. 
litical party system is unsatisfactory and unrep- Legislative organization and procedure are ill- 
resentative, that there is too strong a party dis- adapted to the assertion of the constitutional 
cipline, and that the interests of the public as a supremacy of the legislature, especially since 
whole and of constituencies in particular are sub- final decisions are made in committees and party 
ordinated to party policy and interests. With this caucuses and through agreements between party 
as a starting point it seems probable that some leaders before debate and the public vote. The 
impression may be made on the political party legislatures lack staff and reference bureaus and 
system in the various Laender by discussion with depend largely on the ministries to draft their 
individuals interested in public affairs, whether legislation for them. Most bills which are passed 
they are now active in party politics or not. The are cabinet drafts. Legislative investigations of 
recent rise of the refugee parties and the absten- government administration and public’ affairs are 
tion of youth are indications of the public dis- unduly limited because of executive influence 
satisfaction with the present system. Common ex- over the legislature. — : 
perience indicates that many who still vote the The. public has little real representation and 
regular party tickets do so because no other choice _little opportunity to make its views known or 
is offered them. An opportunity is .open to that effective. As noted in Program 6, election systems 
party which first convinces the people by action and party discipline combine’ to make the legis- 
that it is responsive to the public will and public lator represent the party, not his constituents. need. | Public hearings on pending legislation are almost 

Leaders and legislators may be convinced of the unknown, and public discussion of legislation be- 
advantage of closer contacts with their constit- fore adoption is almost ‘non-existent and is vigor- 
uencies, and that this should extend to the voters ously opposed by most. governments...”



The legislatures consistently adopt laws which a period of 30 days. Special emphasis was put on 
contain an undue delegation of authority, and congressional organization and procedure, com- 
even of legislative power, to the executive, and give mittee work, public hearings, relations between 

inadequate protection to the citizen from executive Congress and the public, and the legislative ref- 

authority. erence service of the Library of Congress. Rec- 

Civil Servants serve also as legislators, thereby ognizing, however, that a competent legislator’s in- 
further confusing the distinction between ex- __ terest lies in the life and spirit of the people whom 
ecutive and legislature. he serves, and that organization and procedure is 

merely a technique toward a successful accom- 

plishment of his work, they were given the op- 
B. OBJECTIVES portunity to see courts, newspapers, labor unions, 

To aid those Germans who seek to: industry, education and city and state governments 
. os in operation. They appear to have returned with a 

(1) Strengthen the independence and efficiency yew conception of the role of the legislature and of 
of the Legislative Branch. This includes the possibilities for improvement in Germany. The 
establishment of adequate professional and tech- first concrete result has been the visit of a rep- 
nical asistance so that the legislature shall not be resentative of the Library of Congress at their 

dependent upon the Executive branch in the pre- invitation, to advise the Bundestag on the estab- 
paration of legislation. lishment of a legislative reference service. Another 

(2) Develop the relationship of legislators in- consultant made a survey of this situation in the 
dividually and as a body to their constituents and andtage in 1949, and if the federal experiment is | 
the public, and the right of the public to be in- successful it may be hoped that progress will be 
formed and to be heard on pending legislation. made at the state level also. 

(3) Application of the principle of the separa- The Bundestag visit to the U.S. may also produce 
tion of Powers peeween the three branches of gov- changes in terms of legislative organization and 
ernment. This includes reform in e pres- procedure. 

ent practite of undue delegation of legislative Six members from the Landtage in the U.S. Zone 
power to Y © executive and of assigning judicial have gone to the U.S. for a three months period to 
power to, or inter erence with the judicial power observe State legislative procedure and organiza- 
by, the executive and legislative branches. tion. They have not yet returned. 

(4) A system of adequate judicial review of the 
constitutionality and legality of legislative and ex- 
ecutive acts. D. PLANNED ACTION TO JULY 1951 

(5) Elimination of secrecy in legislative proce- (1) General 
dure where it is designed to conceal proper in- . . . ‘ 
formation from, or to avoid the responsibility of It is believed that the most immediate progress 
the legislator to, the public can be made in this field by the initiation of legis- 

. , " lative reference services and by improvements in 

legislative organization and procedure. Some com- 
C. PROGRESS TO MAY 1950 mittees may decide to hold public hearings. Discus- 

. sions will be held with individual legislators con- 
Considerable formal progress has been made cerning specific legislation, to point out the prac- 

since 1945. The Basic Law and the Land Con-  ¢jcal importance and application of the doctrines 
stitutions in the U.S. Zone declare the responsibil- of the separation of powers and non-delegation of 
ity of the legislatures to the people, the right of legislative power to the executive. 
the individual legislator to vote according to his . eas 
conscience, the supremacy of the legislature in . For the reason stated in Program Item 6 it is 
the law making field, the separation of powers improbable that any great advance will be made 
between the three branches of government, the in the next year toward establishing the right of 
individual rights of the citizen (civil liberties), and peisiators to represent pelt cones: Program 
the duty of the Judicial branch to protect them. item 6, however, suggests means to further a closer 
They also prohibit the undue delegation of legis- relationship between legislators and constituents. 
lative power to, or its exercise by, the executive. e eqs 
They authorize legislative investigation of gov- (2) Visiting Consultants 

ernment administration and public affairs. Two U.S. consultants will visit Germany in 1950 
Unfortunately the spirit of these constitutional and three U.S. and two European in 1951, in addi- 

provisions is little found in German practice. tion to the Library of Congress expert who is al- 

It must be added, however, that there is a grow- ready here on invitation of the Bundestag group. 
ing consciousness in the legislatures of many of the The consultants arriving in 1950 will follow up the 
weaknesses noted. The legislators recognize and work with the Bundestag, will give any assistance 
resent executive domination and appear slowly to desired by the Landtage to establish legislative 
be making an attempt to throw it off. Some specific reference services, and will discuss with them 
action has been taken where ministries failed to changes in organization and procedure which will 
carry out legislative decisions which they did not further legislative independence and enable it to 
like, or where the Executive branch refused proper Play its constitutional role. 
information to the legislatures. The very fact that es 
these isolated incidents are noted as evidence of (3) German Visits to the U.S. and European 
progress, however, shows how unsatisfactory the Countries | 
situation is. Another group of 15 Bundestag members will be 
Perhaps the most encouraging step forward re- invited to visit the U.S. early in 1951 and three 

sults from a recent visit of a Bundestag group to groups of Landtag members of 12 each will visit 
the U.S. Fifteen members visited Congress, the State legislatures. The Bundestag group will follow 

Supreme Court, TVA, Detroit and other places over substantially the same program as that described 
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in “C” above, and the groups of Landtage mem- (8) Films 
bers will follow a comparable program vis-a-vis One motion picture short . 

. wags presenting the proper 
selected State legislatures and State activities. relationship between the constituent and legislator 

(4) Pamphlets is planned for the coming year. 

we ge . U.S. movie shorts will also be examined to see 
In anticipation of the time when other progress . . : 

makes it possible to attack the main problems in whether with editing they may be adapted to Ger- 
this field — relations between legislators and con- Man audiences. 

stituents, and executive and party domination — it 

is proposed in the coming year to issue four pam- 

phlets for circulation which will lay the ground- 8. FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONS 
venetice. an understanding of desirable changes in A. PROBLEM | | 

“Your Representative”. This will discuss the de- The Federal constitution (Basic Law) establishes 

sirable relationship between the individual legis- a federal system with adequate definition of the 
lator and his constituents. It will state the present fields of jurisdiction of the Federal and Land gov- 
situation, and then consider what the constituent ernments. Already, however, there is an observable 

may properly expect of the legislator, and how he tendency towards the extension of Federal legisla- 
-may make his views known. From the other side tion into fields reserved to the Laender. Centraliza- 

it will discuss the legislator’s relationship, not only tion of power in the national government is a basic 
to his party supporters but to the public at large, policy of several of the political parties. The pres- 
how he can keep in contact with them and with ent generation of Germans is accustomed to cen- . 
public opinion, and what services he can and should _ tralized power and has little understanding of fed- 
perform. eralism as a defense for democracy, or of its philoso- 

“The Citizen and the Legislature.” This will deal, phy. . 

again from two points of view, with the right of Many Germans appear tacitly to reject the prin- 
the citizen to participate in the legislative process. ciple that sovereignty rests with the people, and 
It will consider the obligation of the legislature as may be delegated by them to different levels of 
a body to the public, means of carrying it out and government. 
means by which the citizen can make his views felt. 

It will consider the role of radio and press. On the 

other hand it will treat of the advantage to the B. OBJECTIVES 
- Jegislature of public support and understanding and 

of practical means of developing this. (1) To further an understanding among the 

‘é . . . . . ; German leaders and people of the principles and 
Public Hearings.” This will develop the benefits importance of a federal system, including the prin- 

both to the public and legislature of public hear- ciple that sovereignty rests with the German people 
ings, and examine the techniques and the limita- and is exercised by the Federal and state govern- , 
tions. ments through delegation from them. 

“Public Information.” This will discuss the right : 

of the public to full information on what its gov- (2) To encourage them to protect the line of 
ernment is doing. This is not limited to information division of powers drawn by the Federal constitu- 
about legislation, although that is an important On. 
aspect. The role of the press and radio will be 
considered, and techniques of government report- ¢ PROGRESS TO MAY, 1950 

ing will be set forth. 

Considerable efforts were made prior to the 
(5) Land Offices adoption of the Basic Law to persuade German 

: . d jurists of the importance of establish- 
The suggestions made in Program Item 6 for ing 5 federal 5 ale 

: . ystem. A majority of the CDU-CSU 
Land Offices are equally applicable here. representatives appeared to accept it as a sound 

In addition Land Offices should encourage the foundation for the new state. Generally the other 
initiation of legislative reference services and parties rejected it in principle, but they had to 
should discuss with individual legislators the prob- make concessions because authority to draft a 
lems suggested in (1) above. Basic Law had been given only on condition that 

it should establish a federal state. : | 

(6) Kreis Offices The Basic Law itself is reasonably satisfactory 
See (1) and (5) preceding. in this respect. Article 73 lists the fields in which 

the Federation has exclusive legislative authority, 

(7) Newspapers and Radio and Article 75, those where it has the right to 
; ; _ establish general provisions binding on the states. 

An attempt will be made to interest the News Article 74 sets forth the fields of concurrent leg- 
papers in a more complete coverage of legislation . . . aw 

wa tgs . wp islation, and Article 72 defines and limits the fed- 
while it is pending and before it is passed. Even eral right t¢ t in th 
those newspapers which are most devoted to the _ TIE O act in these concurrent fields. Under 

7 aM we . - Article 70 all legislative power not given to the 
public interest seem to fail in this respect. Un Federati . ‘th th 
doubtedly the reticence of governments and legis- ton remains Wi e Laender. 
latures concerning pending legislation is a cause. Article 125, however, provides that pre-existing 
Newspaper support for public hearings on impor- laws in the fields of concurrent legislation become 
tant bills will also be sought. After the prelim- federal law if they are uniformly valid within one 
inary discussions with German newspaper editors, or more zones of occupation. This article appears 
it is planned, if possible, to hold a series of con- to reinstate the old centralized Reich law in cases 
ferences dealing with these problems. The same where the Federation would have now no right to 
aid will be sought from radio commentators. initiate new legislation. 
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Since the adoption of the Basic Law, the prob- 7 | (5) Land Offices | 

en ee noe assumed ith major pace mn German Land Offices should take advantage of opportu- 
po test f om the La Gee onst e Ser 1 fen nities to discuss with representatives of the Land 

Pro oh S t on tat nights. aa hi eer “t Ach government the practical application of the prin- 
protests have. heen mae Threwsh he Bun desrat ciples of federalism. Many pertinent examples are 

(Senate), which, however, has too litle power un- STIsInE out of developments in Bonn and the, dis der the constitution to act as an effective defense 4, be the Federal tendency toward invasion of 
mechanism. Doubtless with the establishment of a states’ rights 
Federal Constitutional Court, some of these laws a . will be tested, } an addition Land Seuss may pave phe oppor 

ye . . nity to encourage discussion, at least in limite 
ra ee or states’ rights is strongest in those Circles, of the principles and importance of a fed- 
aen Ba which had a tradition of independence, 741 system of government and the assertion of 

e. g, Bavaria, Hamburg, and Bremen. The Bavarian states’ rights as an element in the protection of a 
party is founded on the principle of state auton- gamocratic system 
omy. Elements in the CDU-CSU, FDP, and DP be- | 
lieve in states’ rights, but other elements favor (6) Kreis Offices 
centralism and seem at present to be in control. No such activity is suggested for the Kreis Of- 
The SPD is committed to centralism. ficer although he may properly take any opportu- 

It is interesting to note, however, that the Land nity offered to encourage understanding of the 
governments, even where the SPD sits in the Cabi- principles of a federal system and its relationship 
net, are alert to federal encroachment, although to the individual citizen. 
party discipline sometimes makes them _ vote oe 
against their own inclinations. (7) Newspapers and Radio 

IPG through ISD will attempt to furnish material 
| for newspapers where conflicts develop between 

D. PLANNED ACTION TO JULY 1951 Federal and states’ rights which are newsworthy. 

: (1) General (8) Films 

It is apparent that there is little chance of arous- No fil roiect is vrovosed. 
ing broad public concern with the defense of fed- 0 fm PFO Prop 
eralism until the German people interest them- 
selves in politics and until some political party 9. EDUCATION IN POLITICAL AND 
makes it an issue. It is possible, however, to stim- ° 
ulate the interest of Land leaders in defending GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS 
states’ rights and to interest some political leaders A PROBLEM 
in its development as a political issue in relation . . . . . . 
to specific questions. It is also possible to initiate a German university education in the social sci- long-term program of education among those who ences is highly specialized, and in political science 

are concerned with political theory. This will be ad not been developed along modern concepts. 
one of the elements of the program for education The social sciences are not treated as a whole, and 
in political science and in the selection and plan- 2 Student of one branch gains little insight into 
ning of a program for Germans visiting the United puner Fred Suplects. Generany such education has States (see (3) below and program No. 9). een theoretical; only in economics is there em- 

( (9) Program pirical research on ’a wide scale. From 1933 to 1947, 
| 9 I German social and political scientists were almost 

It is not lanned to hang one Hants £ compietely cut off from contacts with the outside 
ing any consultants from world. 

the United States on this specific program. As far Education in these fields has an important bear- 
as political education is concerned, this is covered ing on governmental and political problems be- 
by Program No. 9. Specific problems arise inter- cause of the importance of an advanced degree for 
mittently and at unforeseen times and no program-_ entry into the civil service and even in business 
ming of a consultant’s work would be possible. and the trade unions. Degrees in political and social 

_. . science in the past have carried substantially less 
| (3) German Visits to the United States and weight than a degree in law. If German govern- 

European Countries mental and political forms and practices are to be 
_ Eight Germans will be invited to spend six liberalized, new value must be given to studies in 
months in the United States during fiscal 1951. the political and social sciences. They must be more 

They will study in terms of practical experience ealistic and broader in scope, so that the graduate 
the division of powers between the states and the Will bring to government and politics a practical Federal Government; the tendency towards cen- conception of actual facts and practices in these 

tralization, its causes, its bad effects, and methods fields. 

to correct it, and criteria applicable in a modern 
industrial democracy to the apportionment of B. OBJECTIVES 

powers between central and state governments. (1) To aid social and political scientists and the 
The Germans invited for those visits will be universities in introducing political and social science 

drawn from the Bundestag and Land and Federal courses, together with new teaching methods and 
governments. curricula; 

(4) Pamphlets | (2) To assist them to re-establish professional 
No pamphlets are presently planned since the contacts and exchanges with foreign universities; 

subject is too complicated for popular treatment (3) To make recent materials available to them 
at this stage of development. | for research and teaching purposes; and" 
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- (4) To secure recognition of the value of study in Eight Germans will be invited to visit the United 
the social and political sciences as qualifications for States for six months to study all phases of public 
government and related positions. OC management at the federal. level in.a democratic 

a | a oe _.. society, This group will be made up of key federal 

C. PROGRESS TO MAY, 1050 itt tae ihe"duvelopmtny ef goverameneal meen 
In 1949 a number of visiting specialists from the ods and relationships in Germany. | 

USS. undertook studies to determine practical ways During 1950, 72 univ ersity graduates and gov- 

and means of introducing and strengthening Poa ernment employees will visit the U.S., with four . 
cal science teaching. On_ the a eich rt toe months study in special courses in universities and 
leaders, a conference was he nd . een 2. one month of observation of practical governmental 
gether the leading professors _ March 1950, ~ methods in governmental offices. This project does 

minis trators jn political Se amit n table hed ‘by not involve study of political science as such, but it 

special political Science committee estabils e Y is calculated to afford educational background for 
the Conference of University Rectors, recommended democratic governmental administration and an 
the general establishment of political science educa- insight into the theory and practice of government 

tion in universities and the creation of a Political and politics in the US Pp 8 

Science Association to be affiliated eventually with _ : _ 

the International Political Science Association in A similar program is planned for 1951. 
Paris. | —— | | 

Several German professors were invited to visit (4) Pamphlets 
the U.S. to observe course content and teaching A verbatim account of the 1949 conference was 
methods and arrangements were made with the published in German, together with a condensed 

U.S. universities to furnish a limited number of English version which was distributed in England, | 

books and periodicals. oo - the USS., and. France. 7 

A “Hochschule fuer Politik” has been established - The proceedings of the July 1950 conference will 
in Berlin and courses in this field have been ini- be published. | | | 

tiated in the Free University of Berlin. Plans were A pamphlet on the status of social and political 

completed for the establishment of a “Hochschule science education in German universities, to serve 
fuer Politik” in Munich with courses to begin in as a reference guide, will be prepared and dis- 

June, 1950. Several chairs of political science and tributed. | ; | an : 

courses in the subject have been established in ~ (5) Land’ Offices 
other universities. These include courses on political Land Offices with universities or a “Hochschule 

parties, comparative constitutional law, and the fuer Politik” located i th tal cit 1 
tructure and operations of the federal government. in or near the capital city wi 

s t | a oe follow the development of this program. 

D. PLANNED ACTION TO JULY 195 : (6) Kreis Offices 

| a : | Kreis Officers in whose Kreis a university is (1) General : y 
oe locate i - 

A second. political science convention is being sean will follow the ‘development of the pro 

organized for July, 1950, in which a number of (7) Newspapers and Radio 

American university professors will participate. It : 

is hoped that this conference will develop specific While the program is not one of continuous news 

plans for the further introduction of political value, it has been possible to interest feature edi- 
science into German universities; for new courses tors who specialize in governmental and educa- 

with new content, and for resedrch. Arrangements tional affairs, 12 of whom attended the 1949 con- 
for exchange between American and German ference. Their presence resulted in feature articles 

universities will also be discussed. Further efforts 1" their newspapers and in several technical jour- 
will be made to open to German teachers and als. It is expected to repeat this. , 
students the development of the past 20 years in a : oe 

foreign countries and to aid German universities : (8) Films | 

in- establishing modern libraries. The exchange No film project is proposed. ~ a 
program, involving the visits of teachers and So oo 
students to the U.S., is of unusual necessity in this . | oo 

program, because adequate facilities for such work 10. INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
are not yet available in Germany. — A. PROBLEM | | | | : 

Consultants gman atguniztion and pradesh hammpesed by 
Four U.S. professors of political science have the isolation of German leaders and administrators 

been requested for the summer of 1950. They will from ideas, techniques, and practices developed 
participate in the planned conference and there- in the Western democracies during the past twenty 
after will work. with their German colleagues in years, by lack of facilities for research and the free 
various universities in the development of specif- exchange of information and experience within _ 

ic plans for teaching political science. Two other Germany itself, and by lack of contact between 
professors who have been invited to lecture in| German leaders and administrators and the Ger- 
German universities will be available for part time man public. —_ } i 

assistance. | foe So — pe 7 | 

(3) German Visits to U.S. and European Countries B. OBJECTIVES ee , oo 

The opportunity will be afforded ten teachers of | To ecourage the establishment of a German in- 

political science to spend a year in the U.S. to ob- stitutional center for — ; 
serve American teaching and research methods and (1) the exchange of domestic and international 
to familiarize themselves with recent material... information and experience; SC 
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(2) the encouragement and organization of re- The first two volumes in the so-called “Scientific 
search; Series” have been published: (1) An Interpretation 

(3) to bring together German leaders and ad- Of the Federal Constitution With Respect to the 
ministrators, representatives of the German Concurrent Competency of the Federal Legislature 

public, and leaders and administrators of (conference report); (2) Casework in USA — a 
other countries; and Textbook for Social Workers by Dr. Hertha Kraus. 

(4) to serve as a research and information center Research undertaken by or on behalf of the In- 
to service specialized operating organizations stitute centered around the topics of conferences 
in the various fields. and publications listed above. | 

Lectures held by German or foreign experts 
which were sponsored by the Institute dealt with 

C. PROGRESS TO MAY, 1950 such subjects as “The Decentralization of Municipal 
An Institute of Public Affairs has already been Administration”; “The Expellee Problem”; “So- 

established in Frankfurt. Its membership consists  ciological Problems of Bureaucracy”; “The Present 

of nine member associations, and there has recently Status of Applied Psychology in Germany”; Prob- 
been established an advisory board (the Kura- lems of City Planning in the U.S.”; “The Reor- 

torium) of forty-seven German leaders in the field ganization of the German States”; “The Concept 
of public affairs. The programs of the Institute are and Methods of Political Science”; “Political Free- 

guided by a Directorium of three, with the as- dom in the U.S.”; “The Organization and Functions 

sistance of an executive secretary. of the Public Administration Clearing House in 
. ge Chicago”. - 

Four of the nine member associations are Ger- . . . 
man organizations of municipal officials; the other The Institute reference hbrary has been built up 
five are organizations of professional governmental | to 5,000 volumes and, althougl primarily destined 

y . - . . ff of the Institute and its member 
officials — housing and city planning, public for use by the sta : , | 

health, homestead development, public welfare, associations, was able during the second half of 
and governmental statistics. In addition there are 1949 to aciliti considefane number of a who 

four associate members — refugee affairs, person- used its facilities for study and research. . 
nel, police, and municipal statistics. To a large ex- , 
tent each association is interested in its own field Dp. PLANNED ACTION , 

and in’some cases at least is not highly sym- 
pathetic with the general goals and activities of the (1) General 

Institute. Heretofore representatives of HICOG have 
In spite of the diverse viewpoints within the In- participated actively in the work of the Institute. 

stitute, a considerable amount of work towards the In order that this may become a purely German 

accomplishment of the objectives (see B above) has ___ institution, it is intended that such active partici- 
been accomplished. The Institute has sponsored a pation by HICOG shall cease. It is hoped that the 

number of important conferences based on sub- Kuratorium, representing a cross-section of in- 
stantial preparatory research. In these they have formed German interests in public affairs, will take 

brought together representatives of federal, state, a very active part and that the program of the In- 
_ and local officials, civil leaders, functional experts, stitute will be worked out on a broad long-term 

representatives of professional associations, citizens’ basis so that it covers all the urgent problems 
organizations, trade unions, special interest groups Which confront German government and _ those 
and universities. whose solution involves objective study and re- 

. . search of a high level. These problems would cover 

as: The Oxeanination Ove note at Man ictree ans the fields of interest of the federal, state, and local 

Concurrent Competency of the Federal Legislature; governments. With such a program the Institute 
Training for the Public Service; The Expellee Prob- could offer itself as a true center for the exchange 

lem; Maternal and Child Welfare; Modern Meth- of information and experience between German 
ods of Psychiatry and Social Work: Problems of leaders and administrators, would serve to attract 
Public and Private Housin g: The Public Health international interests in exchange of views, and 

: ied | would be so constituted that German officials and 
Aspects of Public Housing; The Importance of broad re tati f th bli isht b 
Cancer as a Threat to Public Health; The Relation- 9 P*08G Tepresentalion ob tne public migat pe 
ships between the Administration and the Press; renent together for discussions and cooperative 
The Functions of the Intermediate Level of State a aegs hos . 
Administration (the so-called Mittelinstanz). In addition, it is evident that the scope of the 

suggested Institute program is so broad that it 
The Institute has issued a number of publica- could not itself undertake to implement its re- 

tions, ‘among them the results of the conferences search and recommendations in all of the various 
listed above, and in addition, has begun a series ffields. It appears necessary to let specialized or- 
of popular pamphlets dealing with such subjects as: ganizations perform this task, e. g. the Personnel 
An Introduction to the Federal Constitution; The Society in respect to civil service reform, and the 
Merits and Demerits of the Majority System of various Civil Liberties Unions in respect not only. 
Voting; The Authoritarian and Democratic Concept to individual cases but to indicated statutory and 

of State; The Marshall Plan; Political Science in constitutional changes. On the other hand, these 
German Universities; Facts and Figures on the individual groups frequently lack the resources for 
Expellee Problem; The Situation of Expellees in a research and publication, and where there are many 
Typical Rural Community; A Bibliography on the organizations working in the same field, it would 
Expellee Problem; An Introduction into the Case- be wasteful if they duplicated each other’s work. 

work Method of Social Work in the U.S.; A De- The Institute ought to serve as a focal point to 
scription of the Basic Features of the U.S. Con- identify problems, conduct research, prepare pub- 
stitution; A Study on Existing Procedures for the  lications, hold initial exploratory meetings, and 

Issuance of Residence Permits by Local Govern- thereby service the operating organizations in the 

ment Authorities. | field. : 7 
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(2) Consultants Swedish housing legislation; and local government 

An analysis has just been completed by the Ex- in England. — 5) Land Offi 
ecutive Secretary of the American Municipal As- (5) Land Offices 
sociation answering the question of how encour- The Land Offices will undertake to interest state 
agement and aid might best be given to the In- and local officials and leaders in the work of the 
stitute without interference with its independence. Institute and to make the work of the Institute 
It is expected that later in 1950 another U.S. au- known at the Land and local level. They will also 
thority on the work of such organizations will visit facilitate distribution of its literature. 
Germany for such assistance as the Institute may . ; 
desire in the formulation or execution of its pro- (6) Kreis Offices 
posed program. The Kreis Offices are appropriate agencies to 

. . aid in the distribution of the pamphlet publications 
(3) German Visits to U.S. and European Countries of the Institute and interest forums or citizens’ as- 

Eleven representatives of the Institute or of the sociations in using these for discussion purposes or 
German municipal or professional organizations 8 the subject matter of conferences held locally. 

associated with it are being invited to visit the 

U.S. during 1950 for the purpose of observing and (7) Newspapers and Radio 
studying the work and organization of national and The Institute, through its recently established 
state associations of state and local government of- publications division, plans to extend its rather 
ficials. Thirteen persons will be invited to visit the limited newspaper and radio outlet facilities. The 
U.S. for similar study during 1951. | activities will include a large number of feature 

articles on governmental matters, and radio dis- 

(4) Pamphlets | cussions, including popularized skits and dramatiza- 
. . . tions of interesting cases dealing with public matters 

The Institute plans to issue approximately twelve _. . 

popular pamphlets on governmental affairs during imp ortant to the average city. 
the next twelve months, including pamphlets on (8) Films 

“Training for the Public Service”, “The Civil Serv- . . 
ant and Politics”, “How Does Parliament Work?”, The Institute has no film program plans for the 

“The Functions of the Political Party in a Modern Year June 1950 to June 1951. 
Democracy”, “Judicial Independence”, “How a Bill 

Becomes a Law”. 

In addition, the series of research publications 11. SPECIAL PROJECTS 
will be continued. These will include a study of As the title of this heading suggests, it is im- 
existing practices by courts of law and the ad-_ possible to outline a program. It is a title estab- 
ministration which are in conflict with the basic lished for administrative convenience to identify 
civil rights as stipulated in the constitution; a those projects which do not fit into any of the ten 
translation and discussion of the English city con- established programs, but which from time to time 
struction law; a translation and discussion of develop. 
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a _.. JII.. OPERATING RESPONSIBILITIES —s_—> 

_ The objective of the total program is to assist _ Office of Public Affairs 

responsiblity for building democracy ia Germany, ihe Exchanges Division has the responsibility for 
a . . : * the exchange program, which covers U.S. and for- 

HICOG participation is designed only to offer such eign consultants brought to Germany, visits of 

advice and assistance as is needed to start a healthy Germans to the US. and foreign. countries, and U.S. 
movement and to help it until it takes root. Only Information and Education fund projects. 
those who have worked in Germany can appreciate : oe) " | | 
the opposition which must be overcome, the pitfalls The Press and Publications Branch, Information 
which must be avoided, the traditions which must Services Division (ISD), is concerned with relations 

be reexamined, by those Germans who challenge with the German press, and the Editorial Projec- 
the authoritarian tradition. Accordingly, the pro- tion Branch with the transmission of information 

gram contemplates assistance to German groups at to the German press. 
all stages of development, to assist them in getting |= The Radio Branch (ISD). is concerned with rela- 

organized in panning -and conducting meee tions. with the German radio organizations. — 
carrying through their programs, issuing publica- ae wee . on . 

tions, or for other purposes. HICOG will take care The Motion Picture Branch (ISD) is concerned 
that its assistance does not result in control, but With all film production for U.S. purposes in Ger- 
simply makes it possible for the Germans to form- ™@ny and with relations with the motion picture 
ulate and carry out their own programs which producers, distributors, and exhibitors. | 

support the objectives in which we are interested. The Education Branch, Education and Cultural 

_ Each of the eleven programs. described in Part II Affairs Division (ECR) 1s concerned with the teach- 

involves certain specific activities. In addition, i™8 Of civics and political subjects in the schools 
there are general assignments of responsibility 22d universities. io. 

- which are common to all programs. The Community Activities Branch (ECR) is con- 
| 7 cerned with youth and community programs and 

| | with relations with community associations, and 
1. Internal Political and Governmental Affairs the Information Centers Branch with the distribu- 

Division tion of literature and other information. 

The Internal Political and Governmental Affairs The Women’s Affairs Branch (ECR) is concerned 
Division (IPG) is responsible for the development with all activities of women’s organizations. 
of this program in the governmental and political _ | | 
field. The police and traffic safety programs (Pro- . Office of Economic Affairs | 

gram Item 5) are the concern of the Public Safety © the Food and Agriculture Division is engaged 
Branch; civil liberties and legislative organization in programs directed primarily to the improve- 

and Practice (Program Items 4 and 7) of the Leg- ment of conditions and practices on the farms, but 

islation Branch; and civil _ pervice and admin- is interested in the IPG program as it may con- 
istrative courts of the Civil Service Consultant. (on the farmers’ organizations. 
All others are under the Civic Activities Branch, 

which is also charged with general coordination of Office of Labor Affairs 

the entire program and with its common admin- 
istrative aspects. This office is engaged in similar work with the 

og trade unions and other organizations of workers, 
acids will eunerving the creorem $they will work and has an interest in any approach to them con- 

out operating details as far as that can be done at cerning political and governmental affairs. 
the headquarters level. Throughout they will co- Office of General Counsel 
ordinate with the Land Offices and resident officers . 
to assure that the plans are realistic and practical, The Office of General Counsel is concerned 
and with other HICOG offices concerned (see sub- with the courts and with legislative bodies so far 
division 2 below). as judicial and legal problems ane iegislation are 

. d. It has an interest in political and gov- 
Programs at the Federal level and some special concerns : 

activities will be carried out by the IPG branches ernmental reforms in these fields. 
directly. Generally, the execution of the program Field Division 

will be delegated to the Land Offices. They are given . ; 
wide autonomy and freedom in discharging this The Field Division is the arm of the U.S. High 
responsibility, so that they may adapt the programs Commissioner responsible for representing the 
to varying conditions. To assure that their work re- point of view of the field and should be brought 
mains consistent with the over-all. plans, IPG is into consultation when relations with the Kreis 

' responsible for periodic regional conferences. Resident Officers are involved. 

IPG responsibility in connection with specific Each of these listed fields is touched upon by one 
services, such as consultants, pamphlets etc. is set | 0F more of the proposed programs. Plans and activ- 
forth in subsequent subdivisions. ities within these fields will in all cases be co- 

ordinated with the other organizational unit con- 
cerned. 

2. Other HICOG Headquarters Units 

A considerable number of the activities proposed 3. Land Offices 
in the programs involve action in fields which are Work at the Land level comparable to that un- 
the responsibility of other HICOG Headquarters dertaken by IPG at headquarters is performed by 
units. These include the following: the Political Affairs Divisions in the Offices of the 
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Land Commissioners. They will coordinate all Questions which arise in. the- course of work may 
activities affecting the-work of. other organiza- be referred through channels to the Land Political 
tional units (Item 2 above) with the appropriate Divisions. Se | | 

units at Land level. | ‘The material to be made available will cover a 
The Land Offices cooperate with IPG in the variety of topics such as local government and 

planning of general and operational programs, and local autonomy, local taxation and expenditures, 
are responsible for the execution of the program selection of local officials, relations between the 
at the Land level. They are charged with relations community legislative and executive branches, civil 
with the Land government, Land officials, and the liberties, relations between the public and the civil 
Landtag. | a | servant, the political party structure and its respon- 

Within the Exchanges Division procedures they siveness to local controls, election methods, and the 

select or participate in the selection of Germans structure of local, Land, and federal government. 

visiting the U.S. and European countries. Their The first step is doubtless to assure that one or 
responsibility in connection with specific services, more local citizens’ groups are established, and then 
such as consultants, pamphlets, etc., is considered to interest all established groups in public and 

-in subsequent subdivisions. a ee governmental affairs. In no case should these 
| oo. ee Cas Be groups be dominated by the local officials. So far 

: : ae as possible, however, relations with the local of- 

4. Resident Officers = —s—sSsCsSeiatts Should be cooperative and helpful. 
.The key to the success of the Citizen Participation ee an Co, . os ; 

program lies with the Kreis Resident Officer. This ‘In addition to encouraging discussions and action 
program includes the proposal to develop citizen 0m the subjects suggested above, civic groups may 
participation in governmental and political affairs e interested in initiating civic improvement pro- 
(program item 1, Part ID), and the local develop- grams. If groups undertake such projects, they 
ment of the programs on local government, the should be encouraged to follow them through and, 

citizen and the public servant, and civil liberties Where obstacles arise from governmental inter- 
(program items 2, 3, and 4, Part II) which are sug- ference or otherwise, to learn how to fight their 

gested for use as stimulants to local interest in Case successfully. 
citizen participation. a There are many Germans familiar with the fore- 

Cooperation between citizens and the police, and 80ing problems who are anxious to contribute to 
the traffic safety program (Program Item 5), are the success of these programs. Heretofore no means 

also fields where the contribution of the resident as existed to bring them in contact with the local 
officer is essential. Work with local political lead- 8roups. It is believed that a German organization 
ers, public officials, councilmen, and local Land- for this purpose will be established in the im- 
tag and Bundestag representatives is essential to ™ediate future. This organization can furnish 
the success of Program Items 6 and 7. speakers and consultants, and, if a local group is 

financially weak, it may be possible to extend aid 

Obviously, the development of citizen participa- for minor incidental expenses, such as rent for a 
tion is dependent upon interesting the individual meeting place, travel expenses for speakers, the 
citizen, making certain that he understands the cost of publicity, or attorneys’ fees in significant 
subject matter, and giving him the tools with which _ civil liberties cases. / 

to work. The work must be done by Germans: We —s agequate newspaper coverage of these activ- 
can only advise and assist where advice and aS- ities is essential. The citizens’ groups must learn to 
sistance are acceptable. = = == =~ ss establish working relations with the newspapers; 

The interest of citizens in participation in public the newspapers must learn the news value to them 
affairs is at various stages of development n wa of these local movements. | : 
ous localities, ranging from a complete la 0 | - . a oo. 

organization to an eitective citizens’ association. In. | 4“ few documentary films on citizens’ activities 
some places the citizens are disinterested or the Will be available for appropriate local groups. They 
officials are hostile; in others, there already exists Will also serve as a basis for discussion meetings. 
good cooperation. Political complexion, religion, Local libraries should be encouraged to develop 
economic conditions, refugees, newspaper char- their material in these fields. These activities can 

acteristics, and a multitude of factors affect each be coordinated with the work of the local Amerika 
local situation. No single program can be laid Haus or of the Information Center. 
down. The program can merely be suggestive to A number of visiting American and European 
the Resident Officer, and he must adapt it to the consultants will come to Germany. The Resident 
conditions with which he is confronted. — Officer will be informed of their availability and, 

. . through the Land Political Offices, may arrange to 
He is concerned not merely with forums and se them for consultation with city groups, town 

citizens’ associations but with all kinds of organiza- councils, city officials, and others. The consultants 
pons Mrintanticen voter, crops. taxpayers ar should, of course, be briefed on local conditions. 

sociations, women’s and youth groups, farmers’ or- Legislators at all levels should be encouraged to 

ganizations, and trade unions, to mention a few. report to civic meetings on the work of the leg- 

IPG will furnish outlines of possible programs islatots and on proposed legislative action. They 
which will cover those contingencies which can be should be Ocoe aged to make copies of pertinent 

foreseen. These will include outlines for discussion pending legislation available to sipaahealtar groups . ; ; and to get community reaction to legislative pro- 
courses, suggestions for action programs and sug- —_ posals. Party leaders and local officials ought sim- 

gestions how citizens, ean make their wishes ef, lay to be encouraged to report on their work and 
initially to discuss these proposals and periodically 0 Be . © pul He Fear 10n.. | a : | 

thereafter to discuss problems which arise. Pam- Germans who have visited the U.S. and European 
phlets. will be available to support. the programs. countries will be returning from these. visits to 
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recta: It is to be hoped that they will utilize 7. Consultants 
effectively their experience from these visits ‘ : : 
abroad. The resident officers can contribute mate- ve object of the popsuttant Program so bring 
rially by keeping in contact with them for im- for the on vee of nf mcar Su Y dik ° ns with 
plementation of such follow-up programs as may or the purpose of conterences and GIscussions W1 
be agreed. Germans interested in those specific fields. 

IPG is extremely anxious to receive reports con- IPG develops programs for consultants in con- 
cerning the development of the local programs, sultation with the Land Offices, defines the quali- 

their successes and failures, and their problems. fications of the consultants required, and suggests 
These reports specifically should comment upon the "ames to the Exchanges Division (for transmission 

work of consultants who may visit the locality corned) Department if U.S. consultants are con- 

and oO the Germans who return from their visits IPG and the Land Offices brief the consultants, 
work out itineraries, arrange the necessary con- 

5. Other Local Units tacts and meetings, handle logistic arrangements, 
eye . . . and give general guidance to the consultants, each 

use addition, to the paveeen Reeemaeie phe Amer ika at their own level. Resident Officers brief the con- 
aeuser an © community centers shou be sultants and arrange contacts and meetings at the 

called upon for assistance in the program. Pam- local level 
phlet material will be made available to them for " d dati f th it 
use and for distribution and, to the extent that Reports an 4c to IPG a aE on € consult- 

forums or other discussion groups are centered ants will be made to IP an xchanges Division 
around these units, the suggestions made in the and distributed in appropriate cases to Land and 

preceding subdivisions for Resident Officers will Local levels for follow up, as appropriate. Land 
be applicable to a considerable extent. and Local Offices may also receive informal reports 

and suggestions, but are requested to advise IPG 

6. French and British Zones: U.S. Land Observers O vonrann to assure coordination with the general 

As suggested in the earlier discussion, this pro- Land and Resident Offices should report to head- 
gram so far has been limited to the U.S. Zone of quarters on the consultants’ work, and make per- , 
Occupation. Obviously if a democratic system is  tinent suggestions. 

to develop in Western Germany, the movement for Resident Officers submit recommendations for 
reform must spread through all the zones. the use of consultants to the Land Offices. 
B vp io the present it appears that interest in the 

ritish Zone has been focussed primarily on cer- sos 
tain aspects of local government, and in the French 8. Gorman isits to the U.S. and European 
Zone on education and cultural affairs. From in- 

formal discussions, however, it appears that there The purpose of this program is to bring qualified 
is no reason to suppose that a wider approach will Germans into contact with democratic forms and 
not be acceptable. German interest in the various practices in Western Europe and the U.S., to open 
fields is already spreading into the other zones, up to them new developments in the governmental 
and an understanding with the British and French and political field from which they have been cut 
Occupation Authorities will be sought so that the off since 1933, and to introduce them to the freer 
programs and the supporting material outlined in atmosphere and the customs of the Western de- 
the preceding pages will be available to German mocracies. Most of the Germans who will partici- 
organizations throughout West Germany. pate in these programs are leaders in their fields 

Since the development of citizen participation in and m the USS. they will deal with U.S. leaders. 
political and governmental affairs seems to be less E*Perience in past years has indicated that this is 
advanced in the French and British Zones, it will 9" extremely productive practice. 
probably be advisable in the coming year to put IPG develops these programs in consultation with 
special emphasis on that field. At the same time the Land offices and implements them through the 
German organizations with professional interests Exchanges Division. It may suggest sponsors for 
such as the police association, civil liberties groups, the projects. IPG will brief Germans before their 
the universities and the Institute are bringing the departure, and will secure reports from them on 
British and French Zones into the specialized pro- their return, either directly or through the Land 
grams which deal with these subjects. Offices. 

| So far as the Citizens’ Participation program is IPG will develop follow-up programs. The Laen- 
concerned, it is hoped that the other Occupation der may amplify these but will advise IPG for 
Authorities will permit their Resident Officers to Purposes of coordination. 
interest themselves in the programs and that their Because of the nature of the exchange projects 
facilities may be used among others to bring pam- jin the IPG program, it is essential that those in- 
phlets and similar material to the attention of Ger- yited should be leaders in their respective fields, 
mans who want them. and the greatest care will be exercised to select 

The U.S. is represented in each Land in the persons who are qualified for the program for 
French and British Zones by a U.S. Land Observer. which they are chosen and who will make the 
A Land Observer with a single assistant, charged greatest contribution as a result. 
with a mun tiplicity of duties, cannot undertake the 
urden of supporting this program as the Political 

Divisions in the U.S. Land Commissioners’ Offices 9. Pamphlets 
do. Nevertheless their association with the French . A number of German organizations are actively 
and British Land Commissioners’ Offices identify engaged in research and in the publication of re- 
them as best fitted to encourage cooperation in the sults. This is one of the means toward the objec- 
program, and as the normal channel of contact in tives in which we are interested and over a period 

subsequent cooperative efforts. of time it is to be assumed that German organiza- 
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tions will have covered the entire field. At this program, and the use of foreign films. Once a film 
stage of development, however, the German or-_ is available, the general plan for its use will be 
ganizations do not always deal with precisely the developed by IPG but worked out by the Land 
aspects of political and governmental problems Offices in more detail and by the Resident Officers 
which are needed for the stimulation of Citizen within their own localities. 
Participation. Furthermore, the availability of these In this field, too, the responsibility should as 
publications on the necessary scale is often beyond rapidly as possible be transferred to Germans. 
the means of the German organizations. Accord- 

ingly, some assistance is necessary. 12. Exchanges Division 

IPG in consultation with the Land Offices will All arrangements for consultants from abroad 

determine what pamphlets are necessary for the and for German visits to the U.S. and European 
effectuation of the program, examine available countries are under the jurisdiction of the Ex- 
pamphlets to determine those desirable for use and, changes Division and are governed by its proce- 
if necessary, encourage the preparation of special ures. If for any reason the needs of the IPG pro- 
pamphlets for that purpose. All pamphlets will, ex- gram require a modification of these proce- 

cept in unusual cases, be German in authorship dures, the matter will be brought to the attention 
and publication. a. of IPG, which will seek a solution with the Ex- 

IPG will make general plans for the distribution ¢hanges Division. Local administrative modifica- 
of pamphlets. The Land Offices should carry this tions may be arranged in the Land Offices. 

out within the general framework estabiisnee by Many of the past procedures which have com- 
IPG. While many pamphlets will be furnis ed ree, plicated the IPG programs have been changed. 

direct sales are to be encouraged. Thus an advance decision is now made upon those 
The Land Offices should report on the distribu- projects which are to be noncompetitive in recruit- 

tion and use made of the pamphlets and their ef- ment; use of commercial transportation should 
fect upon German opinion. make it possible to schedule departures to the U.S. 

It should always be borne in mind that the dis- at a fairly definite date and in advance. 
tribution of pamphlets is not an end in itself, and On the other hand, it must be recognized that 
therefore care should be taken that distribution is adequate time must be given for the operation of 
only made with a definite end in mind. Local adap- __ the selection and clearance procedures, and that 
tations of IPG plans will be made accordingly. clearance is not within the control of the Exchanges 

Division but is handled by the Combined Travel 
10. Newspapers and Radio Board and-or the Consulates, who in turn are fre- 

It is needless to point out the importance of quently bound by law. It is essential that all selec- 
newspaper and radio discussion in the stimulation tions should be of a character suitable for the pro- 
of public opinion and in public interest in a sub- ject concerned, and the Land Offices would do well 
ject. With the tradition of public non-participation to familiarize themselves with CTB and consulate 
in Government and politics, which has been re- clearance regulations SO as to be sure that persons 
ported in the preceding pages, it is not always selected will not run into subsequent difficulties. 

evident to newspaper editors that newspaper . 
coverage of this field will attract the public and is 13. Deutsche Mark Funds 
good business. The situation with the radio is more A certain amount of Deutsche Mark funds are 
favorable because most of the radio executives and available in support of the program. These are 
commentators have acquired their present positions  istributed on the basis of a budget made up by 
and experience in a freer atmosphere since 1945. IPG on the basis of proposals received from the 

Suggestions have been made throughout Part II Land Offices, and approved by the Exchange 
for newspaper campaigns in particular fields. No Division. Allocations to the Land Offices will be 
possible plan can be worked out in advance, how- used by them strictly within the terms of the al- 
ever, which will take advantage of the “breaks” location. They may make suballocations to the 
which occur. By keeping in mind the various pur- _ localities. 
poses of the ten programs, it is possible to seize All concerned should bear in mind that these 
many opportunities to get favorable publicity which Deutsche Mark funds must be used and handled 
will further the attainment of our objectives. with the same care which the user would apply 

It is desirable that the German individuals and ‘0 his own money. While the Exchanges and Fi- 
organizations concerned should themselves arrange pane eons are in charge of formal accounting 
for the necessary publicity and learn to utilize ‘0r this money, the Land Political Divisions must 
these opportunities. The task of the Land and Res- ©Stablish a simple system of controls of their own 
ident Offices, therefore, is to aid and advise the ‘© determine that they are not overspending, and 
Germans in this field. They should not themselves Where grants are made they should be alert to 
undertake to secure publicity, but when necessary determine that the money is being used solely for 
will seek the aid of ISD. the purpose for which it is given and to produce 

the best results with the greatest economy. It is 
il. Film necessary to put emphasis on this latter point be- 

; ; cause the money may be used, quite honestly and 
Visual presentation through films is, of course, within the purpose for which the grant was made, 

one of the most effective methods of presenting byt not as productively and economically as pos- ideas. The film program outlined in the preceding sible. 

pages is not as adequate as is desirable but it has Unspent balances of allocations and grants are 
necessarily been limited by the personnel and funds to be returned. 

available. It is hoped that in the future it will be 
expanded. : 

IPG in consultation with the Land Offices andthe 1* German Legislation 
Motion Picture Branch, ISD, will plan the produc- IPG and the Land Offices should observe German 
tion of any films to be made in furtherance of the legislation to determine its relationship to the ob- 
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jectives of the program. Many. laws which. deal the. Resident Officers to the Land. Offices, from the 
with wholly unrelated subjects will, nevertheless, Land Offices to IPG, and from IPG to thine Depart- 
have provisions which either advance or are in- ment. It is essential that an adequate reporting 
consistent with these objectives. They should be system be installed. Important items should be the 
noted and reported. an a subject of interim reports; there should be ayar- 

a objectives” terly a comprehensive report. Reports frrom Ger- 
orewrers, ae are onerary © Offices may oS openly man grantees should be included, at leasst in sum- 

discuss the objectionable features with officials ™ary, in the reports from the Land Officces. | 
and legislators and recommend correction. They It is not-desired to add further to the |burden of 
may advise German organizations in this field. the resident, Land and Headquarters offices by 

They will work with Germans to secure and sup- edquiring needless reporting. But the ‘\merican 
port legislation which furthers the program ob- People will not continue to support this’ program 
jectives. | unless they know that something is beimg accom- 

| | plished, and an intelligent development otf the pro- 
i. R t d Anal : gram for the future requires that we kyow what 

- seports and sanalyses has been accomplished, what difficulties Jnave been 
Too little information upon activities and accom- encountered, and what improvements can. be made. 

plishments under this program has flowed from The reports should be directed to these ends. 
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